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RMS patients want both proven efficacy and convenient dosing

HELP THEM FIND THE
RIGHT BALANCE

DOSING
DAYS

YEAR
FOR 2 YEARS1

The first and only short-course oral RMS treatment with
demonstrated efficacy at 96 weeks with a maximum of
20 days of treatment over 2 years. MAVENCLAD offers1,2:
At-home oral administration1
A well-characterized safety and tolerability profile2
Lymphocyte depletion1 followed by repopulation,
without continuous immunosuppression3,4
RMS: relapsing multiple sclerosis.
MAVENCLAD is administered in 2 treatment courses approximately 1 year apart.1

INDICATION
MAVENCLAD® (cladribine) tablets is indicated for the treatment of relapsing forms of multiple sclerosis (MS), to include relapsing-remitting
disease and active secondary progressive disease, in adults. Because of its safety profile, use of MAVENCLAD is generally recommended for
patients who have had an inadequate response to, or are unable to tolerate, an alternate drug indicated for the treatment of MS.
Limitations of Use: MAVENCLAD is not recommended for use in patients with clinically isolated syndrome (CIS) because of its safety profile.
IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
WARNING: MALIGNANCIES and RISK OF TERATOGENICITY
• Treatment with MAVENCLAD may increase the risk of malignancy. MAVENCLAD is contraindicated in patients with current malignancy.
In patients with prior malignancy or with increased risk of malignancy, evaluate the benefits and risks of the use of MAVENCLAD on an
individual patient basis. Follow standard cancer screening guidelines in patients treated with MAVENCLAD
• MAVENCLAD is contraindicated for use in pregnant women and in women and men of reproductive potential who do not plan to use
effective contraception because of the potential for fetal harm. Malformations and embryolethality occurred in animals. Exclude pregnancy
before the start of treatment with MAVENCLAD in females of reproductive potential. Advise females and males of reproductive potential to
use effective contraception during MAVENCLAD dosing and for 6 months after the last dose in each treatment course. Stop MAVENCLAD if
the patient becomes pregnant
Please see additional Important Safety Information and Brief Summary of full Prescribing Information, including boxed WARNING on the
following pages.
References: 1. MAVENCLAD [prescribing information]. Rockland, MA: EMD Serono, Inc; 2019. 2. Giovannoni G, Comi G, Cook S, et al; for the CLARITY
Study Group. A placebo-controlled trial of oral cladribine for relapsing multiple sclerosis. N Engl J Med. 2010;362(5):416-426. 3. Giovannoni G.
Disease-modifying treatments for early and advanced multiple sclerosis: a new treatment paradigm. Curr Opin Neurol. 2018;31(3):233-243.
4. Comi G, Cook S, Giovannoni G, et al. Effect of cladribine tablets on lymphocyte reduction and repopulation dynamics in patients with relapsing
multiple sclerosis. Mult Scler Relat Disord. 2019;29:168-174. 5. Giovannoni G, Soelberg-Sorensen P, Cook S, et al. Efficacy of cladribine tablets in
high disease activity subgroups of patients with relapsing multiple sclerosis: a post hoc analysis of the CLARITY study. Mult Scler. 2019;25(6):819827. 6. Giovannoni G, Rammohan K, Cook S, et al. Proportions of patients with highly active RMS achieving no evidence of disease activity
(NEDA) in response to cladribine tablets in CLARITY. Poster presented at: 2017 ECTRIMS-ACTRIMS Congress; October 25-28, 2017; Paris, France.
Abstract P1143. 7. Giovannoni G, Cook S, Rammohan K, et al; for the CLARITY Study Group. Sustained disease-activity-free status in patients with
relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis treated with cladribine tablets in the CLARITY study: a post-hoc and subgroup analysis. Lancet Neurol.
2011;10(4):329-337.

Only MAVENCLAD can deliver proven efficacy at 96 weeks with a maximum of
20 days of oral treatment over 2 years1,2*
*Screening and monitoring should be performed before, during, and after treatment. After the completion of 2 treatment
courses, do not administer additional MAVENCLAD treatment during the next 2 years. The risk of malignancy with reinitiating
MAVENCLAD more than 2 years after the completion of 2 treatment courses has not been studied.

MAVENCLAD demonstrated efficacy across endpoints
ARR (primary endpoint)1,2

EDSS progression1,2

T1-Gd+ lesions2

RELATIVE REDUCTION
IN ARR AT 96 WEEKS

REDUCTION IN RISK OF
3-MONTH CONFIRMED
EDSS PROGRESSION

REDUCTION IN MEDIAN
NUMBER OF T1-Gd+ LESIONS

0.14 MAVENCLAD (n=433) vs
0.33 placebo (n=437)

Active T2 lesions2
REDUCTION IN MEDIAN
NUMBER OF ACTIVE T2
LESIONS

0 MAVENCLAD (n=433) vs 0.33
placebo (n=437); (P <0.001)

0 MAVENCLAD (n=433) vs 0.67
placebo (n=437); (P <0.001)

REDUCTION IN MEAN
NUMBER OF T1-Gd+ LESIONS

REDUCTION IN MEAN
NUMBER OF ACTIVE T2 LESIONS

RELATIVE REDUCTION
(P <0.001)

RELATIVE REDUCTION
(P <0.001)

13% MAVENCLAD (n=433) vs
19% placebo (n=437); HR 0.67

ARR: annualized relapse rate; EDSS: Expanded Disability Status Scale; HR: hazard ratio; T1-Gd+: T1 gadolinium-enhanced.

More patients taking MAVENCLAD achieved NEDA compared to
placebo in a post hoc analysis of the high disease activity subgroup of CLARITY5,6
A PATIENT WITH HIGH-DISEASE-ACTIVITY RMS
MEETS THESE CRITERIA5:

NEDA WAS DEFINED AS CLARITY PATIENTS WHO7:
•

were relapse free

•

≥2 relapses in the year before study entry, regardless
of treatment status, OR

•

had no 3-month sustained change in EDSS score

•

≥1 relapse in the year before study entry while on
another DMT AND ≥1 T1-Gd+ or ≥9 T2 lesions

•

had no new T1-Gd+ lesions

•

had no active T2 lesions

NEDA: In the subgroup of patients with high disease activity5,6:
PLACEBO

MAVENCLAD

44% of patients
(n=59/135)

vs

9%

of patients

(n=60/379)
(n=13/144)

A limitation of composite endpoints is that they assume that each component has equal weight and are independent
of another. This is not necessarily the case.
Due to the post hoc nature of this analysis, no statistical significance between treatment groups can be drawn.
OR: 7.82
DMT: disease-modifying therapy; NEDA: no evidence of disease activity; OR: odds ratio.

PATIENTS HAD A MEAN DISEASE DURATION OF6:
•

4.75 years for placebo (standard deviation: 5.43)

•

3.94 years for MAVENCLAD (standard deviation: 4.92)

Learn more about MAVENCLAD, prescribed
to 29,000+ patients globally in real-world
settings, at MAVENCLAD.com/hcp

•

Patients with high disease activity compared to the
overall study population had a higher number of
relapses during the 12 months prior to baseline

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION (CONTINUED)
CONTRAINDICATIONS
• Patients with current malignancy.
• Pregnant women, and women and men of reproductive potential who
do not plan to use effective contraception during and for 6 months
after the last dose in each treatment course. May cause fetal harm.
• Patients with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV).
• Patients with active chronic infections (e.g., hepatitis or
tuberculosis).
• Patients with a history of hypersensitivity to cladribine.
• Women intending to breastfeed while taking MAVENCLAD
tablets and for 10 days after the last dose.
WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS
• Malignancies: Treatment with MAVENCLAD may increase the risk
of malignancy. After the completion of 2 treatment courses, do not
administer additional MAVENCLAD treatment during the next 2 years.
In clinical studies, patients who received additional MAVENCLAD
treatment within 2 years after the first 2 treatment courses had an
increased incidence of malignancy. The risk of malignancy with
reinitiating MAVENCLAD more than 2 years after the completion of
2 treatment courses has not been studied. Follow standard cancer
screening guidelines in patients treated with MAVENCLAD.
• Risk of Teratogenicity: MAVENCLAD may cause fetal harm when
administered to pregnant women. In females of reproductive potential,
exclude pregnancy before initiation of each treatment course of
MAVENCLAD and prevent by the use of effective contraception during
MAVENCLAD dosing and for at least 6 months after the last dose
of each treatment course. Women who become pregnant during
treatment with MAVENCLAD should discontinue treatment.
• Lymphopenia: MAVENCLAD causes a dose-dependent reduction
in lymphocyte count. In clinical studies, 87% of MAVENCLAD-treated
patients experienced lymphopenia. The lowest absolute lymphocyte
counts occurred approximately 2 to 3 months after the start of each
treatment course and were lower with each additional treatment
course. Concomitant use of MAVENCLAD with hematotoxic drugs
may increase the risk of adverse reactions because of the additive
hematological effects. Monitor lymphocyte counts before and during
treatment, periodically thereafter, and when clinically indicated.
• Infections: MAVENCLAD can reduce the body’s immune defense
and may increase the likelihood of infections. Infections occurred in
49% of MAVENCLAD-treated patients compared to 44% of patients
treated with placebo in clinical studies. The most frequent serious
infections included herpes zoster and pyelonephritis. Single fatal
cases of tuberculosis and fulminant hepatitis B were reported in
the clinical program. Administer live-attenuated or live vaccines at
least 4 to 6 weeks prior to starting MAVENCLAD. Screen patients for
latent infections; consider delaying treatment until infection is fully
controlled. Vaccinate patients antibody-negative to varicella zoster
virus prior to treatment. Administer anti-herpes prophylaxis in patients
with lymphocyte counts less than 200 cells per microliter. Monitor for
infections. In patients treated with parenteral cladribine for oncologic
indications, cases of progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy

(PML) have been reported. No case of PML has been reported in
clinical studies of cladribine in patients with MS.
• Hematologic Toxicity: In addition to lymphopenia, decreases in other
blood cells and hematological parameters have been reported
with MAVENCLAD in clinical studies. In general, mild to moderate
decreases in neutrophil counts, hemoglobin levels, and platelet
counts were observed. Severe decreases in neutrophil counts were
observed in 3.6% of MAVENCLAD-treated patients, compared to
2.8% of placebo patients. Obtain complete blood count (CBC) with
differential including lymphocyte count before and during treatment,
periodically thereafter, and when clinically indicated.
• Risk of Graft-versus-Host Disease With Blood Transfusions:
Transfusion-associated graft-versus-host disease has been
observed rarely after transfusion of nonirradiated blood in patients
treated with cladribine for non-MS treatment indications.
• Liver Injury: In clinical studies, 0.3% of MAVENCLAD-treated patients
had liver injury (serious or causing treatment discontinuation)
compared to 0 placebo patients. Obtain serum aminotransferase,
alkaline phosphatase, and total bilirubin levels prior to treatment.
Discontinue if clinically significant injury is suspected.
• Hypersensitivity: In clinical studies, 11% of MAVENCLAD-treated
patients had hypersensitivity reactions, compared to 7% of placebo
patients. Hypersensitivity reactions that were serious and/or led to
discontinuation of MAVENCLAD, occurred in 0.5% of MAVENCLADtreated patients, compared to 0.1% of placebo patients. If a
hypersensitivity reaction is suspected, discontinue MAVENCLAD
therapy. Do not use MAVENCLAD in patients with a history of
hypersensitivity to cladribine.
• Cardiac Failure: In clinical studies, one MAVENCLAD-treated patient
experienced life-threatening acute cardiac failure with myocarditis,
which improved after approximately one week. Cases of cardiac
failure have also been reported with parenteral cladribine used for
treatment indications other than multiple sclerosis.
Adverse Reactions: The most common adverse reactions with an
incidence of >20% for MAVENCLAD are upper respiratory tract infection,
headache, and lymphopenia.
Drug Interactions/Concomitant Medication: Concomitant use of
MAVENCLAD with immunosuppressive or myelosuppressive drugs
and some immunomodulatory drugs (e.g., interferon beta) is not
recommended and may increase the risk of adverse reactions.
Acute short-term therapy with corticosteroids can be administered.
Avoid concomitant use of certain antiviral and antiretroviral drugs.
Avoid concomitant use of BCRP or ENT/CNT inhibitors as they may alter
bioavailability of MAVENCLAD.
Use in Specific Populations: Studies have not been performed in
pediatric or elderly patients, pregnant or breastfeeding women.
Use in patients with moderate to severe renal or hepatic impairment
is not recommended.
Please see additional Important Safety Information and Brief Summary
of full Prescribing Information, including boxed WARNING on the
following pages.

Visit MAVENCLAD.com/hcp to learn more about
the first and only short-course oral treatment
Screening and monitoring should be performed before, during, and after treatment.
©2022 Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
EMD Serono is the Healthcare business of Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany
in the U.S. and Canada. MAVENCLAD is a registered trademark of Merck KGaA,
Darmstadt, Germany or its affiliates.
US-MAV-01656 08/22

MAVENCLAD® (cladribine) tablets, for oral use
Brief Summary of Full Prescribing Information
WARNING: MALIGNANCIES AND RISK
OF TERATOGENICITY
Malignancies
Treatment with MAVENCLAD may increase
the risk of malignancy. MAVENCLAD is
contraindicated in patients with current
malignancy. In patients with prior malignancy
or with increased risk of malignancy, evaluate
the benefits and risks of the use of MAVENCLAD
on an individual patient basis. Follow standard
cancer screening guidelines in patients treated
with MAVENCLAD [see Contraindications (4) and
Warnings and Precautions (5.1)].
Risk of Teratogenicity
MAVENCLAD is contraindicated for use in
pregnant women and in women and men of
reproductive potential who do not plan to use
effective contraception because of the potential
for fetal harm. Malformations and embryolethality
occurred in animals. Exclude pregnancy
before the start of treatment with MAVENCLAD
in females of reproductive potential. Advise
females and males of reproductive potential to
use effective contraception during MAVENCLAD
dosing and for 6 months after the last dose in
each treatment course. Stop MAVENCLAD if the
patient becomes pregnant [see Contraindications
(4), Warnings and Precautions (5.2), and Use in
Specific Populations (8.1, 8.3)]
1 INDICATIONS AND USAGE
MAVENCLAD is indicated for the treatment of
relapsing forms of multiple sclerosis (MS), to
include relapsing-remitting disease and active
secondary progressive disease, in adults. Because
of its safety profile, use of MAVENCLAD is generally
recommended for patients who have had an
inadequate response to, or are unable to tolerate,
an alternate drug indicated for the treatment of
MS. MAVENCLAD is not recommended for use in
patients with clinically isolated syndrome (CIS)
because of its safety profile.
4 CONTRAINDICATIONS
MAVENCLAD is contraindicated:
• in patients with current malignancy [see
Warnings and Precautions (5.1)].
• in pregnant women and in women and men of
reproductive potential who do not plan to use
effective contraception during MAVENCLAD
dosing and for 6 months after the last dose in
each treatment course. May cause fetal harm
[see Warnings and Precautions (5.2) and Use in
Specific Populations (8.1, 8.3)].
• in patients infected with the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) [see Warnings and
Precautions (5.4)].
• in patients with active chronic infections (e.g.,
hepatitis or tuberculosis) [see Warnings and
Precautions (5.4)].
• in patients with a history of hypersensitivity to
cladribine [see Warnings and Precautions (5.8)].
5 WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS
5.1 Malignancies
Treatment with MAVENCLAD may increase the risk
of malignancy. In controlled and extension clinical
studies worldwide, malignancies occurred more
frequently in MAVENCLAD-treated patients (10
events in 3,754 patient-years [0.27 events per 100
patient-years]), compared to placebo patients (3
events in 2,275 patient-years [0.13 events per 100
patient-years]). Malignancy cases in MAVENCLAD
patients included metastatic pancreatic carcinoma,
malignant melanoma (2 cases), ovarian cancer,
compared to malignancy cases in placebo patients,
all of which were curable by surgical resection
(basal cell carcinoma, cervical carcinoma in situ
[2 cases]). The incidence of malignancies in United
States MAVENCLAD clinical study patients was
higher than the rest of the world (4 events in 189
patient-years [2.21 events per 100 patient-years]
compared to 0 events in United States placebo
patients; however, the United States results were
based on a limited amount of patient data. After the
completion of 2 treatment courses, do not administer
additional MAVENCLAD treatment during the next

2 years [see Dosage and Administration (2.2)]. In
clinical studies, patients who received additional
MAVENCLAD treatment within 2 years after the first
2 treatment courses had an increased incidence
of malignancy (7 events in 790 patient-years [0.91
events per 100 patient-years] calculated from the
start of cladribine treatment in Year 3). The risk of
malignancy with reinitiating MAVENCLAD more
than 2 years after the completion of 2 treatment
courses has not been studied.
MAVENCLAD is contraindicated in patients
with current malignancy. In patients with prior
malignancy or with increased risk of malignancy,
evaluate the benefits and risks of the use of
MAVENCLAD on an individual patient basis. Follow
standard cancer screening guidelines in patients
treated with MAVENCLAD.
5.2 Risk of Teratogenicity
MAVENCLAD may cause fetal harm when
administered to pregnant women. Malformations
and embryolethality occurred in animals [see Use
in Specific Populations (8.1)]. Advise women of
the potential risk to a fetus during MAVENCLAD
dosing and for 6 months after the last dose in each
treatment course.
In females of reproductive potential, pregnancy
should be excluded before initiation of each
treatment course of MAVENCLAD and prevented
by the use of effective contraception during
MAVENCLAD dosing and for at least 6 months after
the last dose of each treatment course. Women
who become pregnant during treatment with
MAVENCLAD should discontinue treatment [see
Use in Specific Populations (8.1, 8.3)]. MAVENCLAD
is contraindicated for use in pregnant women and
in women and men of reproductive potential who
do not plan to use effective contraception.
5.3 Lymphopenia
MAVENCLAD causes a dose-dependent reduction
in lymphocyte count. In clinical studies, 87%
of MAVENCLAD-treated patients experienced
lymphopenia. The lowest absolute lymphocyte
counts occurred approximately 2 to 3 months after
the start of each treatment course and were lower
with each additional treatment course. In patients
treated with a cumulative dose of MAVENCLAD
3.5 mg per kg over 2 courses as monotherapy,
26% and 1% had nadir absolute lymphocyte
counts less than 500 and less than 200 cells per
microliter, respectively. At the end of the second
treatment course, 2% of clinical study patients
had lymphocyte counts less than 500 cells per
microliter; median time to recovery to at least 800
cells per microliter was approximately 28 weeks.
Additive hematological adverse reactions may be
expected if MAVENCLAD is administered prior to
or concomitantly with other drugs that affect the
hematological profile [see Drug Interactions (7.3)].
The incidence of lymphopenia less than 500 cells
per microliter was higher in patients who had used
drugs to treat relapsing forms of MS prior to study
entry (32.1%), compared to those with no prior use
of these drugs (23.8%).
Obtain complete blood count (CBC) with differential
including lymphocyte count prior to, during, and
after treatment with MAVENCLAD. [see Dosage and
Administration (2.1, 2.5) and Warnings and Precautions
(5.4) for timing of CBC measurements and additional
instructions based on the patient’s lymphocyte counts
and clinical status (e.g., infections)].
5.4 Infections
MAVENCLAD can reduce the body’s immune
defense and may increase the likelihood of
infections. Infections occurred in 49% of
MAVENCLAD-treated patients compared to 44%
of placebo patients in clinical studies. The most
frequent serious infections in MAVENCLADtreated patients included herpes zoster and
pyelonephritis [see Herpes Virus Infections].
Fungal infections were observed, including cases
of coccidioidomycosis.
HIV infection, active tuberculosis, and active
hepatitis must be excluded before initiation of
each treatment course of MAVENCLAD [see
Contraindications (4)].
Consider a delay in initiation of MAVENCLAD in
patients with an acute infection until the infection
is fully controlled.

Initiation
of
MAVENCLAD
in
patients
currently receiving immunosuppressive or
myelosuppressive therapy is not recommended
[see Drug Interactions (7.1)]. Concomitant use of
MAVENCLAD with these therapies could increase
the risk of immunosuppression.

MAVENCLAD, because of a risk of active vaccine
infection [see Herpes Virus Infections]. Avoid
vaccination with live-attenuated or live vaccines
during and after MAVENCLAD treatment while the
patient’s white blood cell counts are not within
normal limits.

Tuberculosis
Three of 1,976 (0.2%) cladribine-treated patients in
the clinical program developed tuberculosis. All 3
cases occurred in regions where tuberculosis is
endemic. One case of tuberculosis was fatal, and 2
cases resolved with treatment.

5.5 Hematologic Toxicity
In addition to lymphopenia [see Warnings and
Precautions (5.3)], decreases in other blood
cells and hematological parameters have been
reported with MAVENCLAD in clinical studies.
Mild to moderate decreases in neutrophil counts
(cell count between 1,000 cells per microliter and
< lower limit of normal [LLN]) were observed in
27% of MAVENCLAD-treated patients, compared
to 13% of placebo patients whereas severe
decreases in neutrophil counts (cell count below
1,000 cells per microliter) were observed in 3.6% of
MAVENCLAD-treated patients, compared to 2.8%
of placebo patients. Decreases in hemoglobin
levels, in general mild to moderate (hemoglobin
8.0 g per dL to < LLN), were observed in 26% of
MAVENCLAD-treated patients, compared to 19%
of placebo patients. Decreases in platelet counts
were generally mild (cell count 75,000 cells per
microliter to < LLN) and were observed in 11% of
MAVENCLAD-treated patients, compared to 4% of
placebo patients.

Perform tuberculosis screening prior to initiation
of the first and second treatment course of
MAVENCLAD. Latent tuberculosis infections may
be activated with use of MAVENCLAD. In patients
with tuberculosis infection, delay initiation of
MAVENCLAD until the infection has been
adequately treated.
Hepatitis
One clinical study patient died from fulminant
hepatitis B infection. Perform screening for
hepatitis B and C prior to initiation of the first
and second treatment course of MAVENCLAD.
Latent hepatitis infections may be activated with
use of MAVENCLAD. Patients who are carriers of
hepatitis B or C virus may be at risk of irreversible
liver damage caused by virus reactivation. In
patients with hepatitis infection, delay initiation
of MAVENCLAD until the infection has been
adequately treated.
Herpes Virus Infections
In controlled clinical studies, 6% of MAVENCLADtreated patients developed a herpes viral infection
compared to 2% of placebo patients. The most
frequent types of herpes viral infections were
herpes zoster infections (2.0% vs. 0.2%) and oral
herpes (2.6% vs. 1.2%). Serious herpes zoster
infections occurred in 0.2% of MAVENCLADtreated patients.
Vaccination of patients who are antibody-negative
for varicella zoster virus is recommended prior
to initiation of MAVENCLAD. Administer liveattenuated or live vaccines at least 4 to 6 weeks
prior to starting MAVENCLAD.
The incidence of herpes zoster was higher during
the period of absolute lymphocyte count less than
500 cells per microliter, compared to the time when
the patients were not experiencing this degree of
lymphopenia. Administer anti-herpes prophylaxis
in patients with lymphocyte counts less than 200
cells per microliter.
Patients with lymphocyte counts below 500 cells
per microliter should be monitored for signs and
symptoms suggestive of infections, including
herpes infections. If such signs and symptoms
occur, initiate treatment as clinically indicated.
Consider interruption or delay of MAVENCLAD until
resolution of the infection.
Progressive Multifocal Leukoencephalopathy
Progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy
(PML) is an opportunistic viral infection of the brain
caused by the JC virus (JCV) that typically only
occurs in patients who are immunocompromised,
and that usually leads to death or severe disability.
Typical symptoms associated with PML are
diverse, progress over days to weeks, and include
progressive weakness on one side of the body or
clumsiness of limbs, disturbance of vision, and
changes in thinking, memory, and orientation
leading to confusion and personality changes.
No case of PML has been reported in clinical
studies of cladribine in patients with multiple
sclerosis. In patients treated with parenteral
cladribine for oncologic indications, cases of PML
have been reported in the postmarketing setting.
Obtain a baseline (within 3 months) magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) before initiating the first
treatment course of MAVENCLAD. At the first sign or
symptom suggestive of PML, withhold MAVENCLAD
and perform an appropriate diagnostic evaluation.
MRI findings may be apparent before clinical signs
or symptoms.
Vaccinations
Administer all immunizations according to
immunization guidelines prior to starting
MAVENCLAD. Administer live-attenuated or live
vaccines at least 4 to 6 weeks prior to starting

In clinical studies at dosages similar to or higher
than the approved MAVENCLAD dosage, serious
cases of thrombocytopenia, neutropenia, and
pancytopenia (some with documented bone
marrow hypoplasia) requiring transfusion and
granulocyte-colony stimulating factor treatment
have been reported [see Warnings and Precautions
(5.6) for information regarding graft-versus-host
disease with blood transfusion].
Obtain complete blood count (CBC) with
differential prior to, during, and after treatment
with MAVENCLAD [see Dosage and Administration
(2.1, 2.5)].
5.6 Graft-Versus-Host Disease With Blood
Transfusion
Transfusion-associated graft-versus-host disease
has been observed rarely after transfusion of
nonirradiated blood in patients treated with
cladribine for non-MS treatment indications.
In patients who require blood transfusion,
irradiation of cellular blood components is
recommended prior to administration to decrease
the risk of transfusion-related graft-versus-host
disease. Consultation with a hematologist is
advised.
5.7 Liver Injury
In clinical studies, 0.3% of MAVENCLAD-treated
patients had liver injury (serious or causing
treatment discontinuation) considered related to
treatment, compared to 0 placebo patients. Onset
has ranged from a few weeks to several months
after initiation of treatment with MAVENCLAD.
Signs and symptoms of liver injury, including
elevation of serum aminotransferases to greater
than 20-fold the upper limit of normal, have been
observed. These abnormalities resolved upon
treatment discontinuation.
Obtain
serum
aminotransferase,
alkaline
phosphatase, and total bilirubin levels prior to the
first and second treatment course [see Dosage and
Administration (2.1)]. If a patient develops clinical
signs, including unexplained liver enzyme elevations
or symptoms suggestive of hepatic dysfunction
(e.g., unexplained nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain,
fatigue, anorexia, or jaundice and/or dark urine),
promptly measure serum transaminases and total
bilirubin and interrupt or discontinue treatment with
MAVENCLAD, as appropriate.
5.8 Hypersensitivity
In clinical studies, 11% of MAVENCLAD-treated
patients had hypersensitivity reactions, compared
to 7% of placebo patients. Hypersensitivity
reactions that were serious and/or led to
discontinuation of MAVENCLAD (e.g., dermatitis,
pruritus) occurred in 0.5% of MAVENCLAD-treated
patients, compared to 0.1% of placebo patients.
One patient had a serious hypersensitivity reaction
with rash, mucous membrane ulceration, throat
swelling, vertigo, diplopia, and headache after the
first dose of MAVENCLAD.

If a hypersensitivity reaction is suspected,
discontinue
MAVENCLAD
therapy.
Do
not use MAVENCLAD in patients with a
history of hypersensitivity to cladribine [see
Contraindications (4)].
5.9 Cardiac Failure
In clinical studies, one MAVENCLAD-treated
patient experienced life-threatening acute cardiac
failure with myocarditis, which improved after
approximately 1 week. Cases of cardiac failure
have also been reported with parenteral cladribine
used for treatment indications other than multiple
sclerosis.
Instruct patients to seek medical advice if they
experience symptoms of cardiac failure (e.g.,
shortness of breath, rapid or irregular heartbeat,
swelling).

generalized tonic-clonic seizures and status
epilepticus. It is unknown whether these events
were related to the effects of multiple sclerosis
alone, to MAVENCLAD, or to a combination of both.
Drug Interactions With MAVENCLAD
7.1 Immunomodulatory, Immunosuppressive, or
Myelosuppressive Drugs

Clinical
Impact

6 Adverse Reactions
The following serious adverse reactions and
potential risks are discussed, or discussed in
greater detail, in other sections:
Malignancies [see Warnings and Precautions
(5.1)], Risk of Teratogenicity [see Warnings and
Precautions (5.2)], Lymphopenia [see Warnings
and Precautions (5.3)], Infections [see Warnings
and Precautions (5.4)], Hematologic Toxicity
[see Warnings and Precautions (5.5)], GraftVersus-Host Disease With Blood Transfusion
[see Warnings and Precautions (5.6)], Liver
Injury [see Warnings and Precautions (5.7)],
Hypersensitivity [see Warnings and Precautions
(5.8)], Cardiac Failure [see Warnings and
Precautions (5.9)]

Concomitant use of
MAVENCLAD with
immunomodulatory,
immunosuppressive, or
myelosuppressive drugs may
increase the risk of adverse
reactions because of the
additive effects on the immune
system [see Warnings and
Precautions (5.4)].
Concomitant use with
myelosuppressive or other
immunosuppressive drugs is not
recommended. Acute short-term
therapy with corticosteroids can
be administered.

Prevention or
Management

6.1 Clinical Trials Experience
Adverse Reactions in Study 1 With an
Incidence of at Least 5% for MAVENCLAD
and Higher Than Placebo

In patients who have
previously been treated
with immunomodulatory or
immunosuppressive drugs,
consider potential additive
effect, the mode of action,
and duration of effect of the
other drugs prior to initiation of
MAVENCLAD.

7.2 Interferon Beta

Clinical
Impact

Concomitant use of
MAVENCLAD with interferon
beta did not change the
exposure of cladribine to a
clinically significant effect;
however, lymphopenia risk may
be increased [see Warnings and
Precautions (5.3)].

2

Prevention or
Management

Concomitant use is not
recommended.

10

9

7.3 Hematotoxic Drugs

Back pain

8

6

Arthralgia and
arthritis

7

5

Insomnia

6

4

MAVENCLAD
(N=440)
%

Placebo
(N=435)
%

Upper respiratory
tract infection

38

32

Headache

25

19

Lymphopenia

24

Nausea

Bronchitis

5

3

Hypertension

5

3

Fever

5

3

Depression

5

3

Clinical
Impact

Concomitant use of
MAVENCLAD with hematotoxic
drugs may increase the risk
of adverse reactions because
of the additive hematological
effects [see Warnings and
Precautions (5.5)].

Prevention or
Management

Monitor hematological
parameters.

Hypersensitivity
In clinical studies, 11% of MAVENCLAD patients
had hypersensitivity adverse reactions, compared
to 7% of placebo patients [see Warnings and
Precautions (5.8)].

7.4 Antiviral and Antiretroviral Drugs

Alopecia
Alopecia occurred in 3% of MAVENCLAD-treated
patients compared to 1% of placebo patients.

Clinical
Impact

Myelodysplastic Syndrome
Cases of myelodysplastic syndrome have been
reported in patients that had received parenteral
cladribine at a higher dosage than that approved
for MAVENCLAD. These cases occurred several
years after treatment.
Herpes Meningoencephalitis
Fatal herpes meningoencephalitis occurred in 1
MAVENCLAD-treated patient, at a higher dosage
and longer duration of therapy than the approved
MAVENCLAD dosage and in combination with
interferon beta-1a treatment.
Stevens-Johnson Syndrome (SJS) and Toxic
Epidermal Necrolysis (TEN)
SJS and TEN are identified risks of parenteral
cladribine for the treatment of oncologic indications.
Seizures
In clinical studies, serious events of seizure occurred
in 0.3% of MAVENCLAD-treated patients compared
to 0 placebo patients. Serious events included

Drug Interactions With MAVENCLAD (continued)

Prevention or
Management

Compounds that require
intracellular phosphorylation to
become active (e.g., lamivudine,
zalcitabine, ribavirin, stavudine, and
zidovudine) could interfere with the
intracellular phosphorylation and
activity of cladribine.
Avoid concomitant use.

7.5 Potent ENT, CNT, and BCRP Transporter
Inhibitors

Clinical
Impact

Cladribine is a substrate of breast
cancer resistance protein (BCRP),
equilibrative nucleoside (ENT1),
and concentrative nucleoside
(CNT3) transport proteins. The
bioavailability, intracellular
distribution, and renal elimination
of cladribine may be altered by
potent ENT1, CNT3, and BCRP
transporter inhibitors.

Prevention or
Management

Avoid co-administration of
potent ENT1, CNT3, or BCRP
transporter inhibitors (e.g.,
ritonavir, eltrombopag, curcumin,
cyclosporine, dilazep, nifedipine,
nimodipine, cilostazol, sulindac,
dipyridamole, or reserpine) during
the 4- to 5-day MAVENCLAD
treatment cycles. If this is not
possible, consider selection of
alternative concomitant drugs
with no or minimal ENT1, CNT3,
or BCRP transporter inhibiting
properties. If this is not possible,
dose reduction to the minimum
mandatory dose of drugs
containing these compounds,
separation in the timing of
administration, and careful patient
monitoring is recommended.

7.6 Potent BCRP and P-gp Transporter Inducers
Clinical
Impact

Possible decrease in cladribine
exposure if potent BCRP or P-gp
transporter inducers are coadministered.

Prevention or
Management

Consider a possible decrease
in cladribine efficacy if potent
BCRP (e.g., corticosteroids) or
P-gp (e.g., rifampicin, St. John’s
Wort) transporter inducers are
co-administered.

7.7 Hormonal Contraceptives
Clinical
Impact

It is currently unknown whether
MAVENCLAD may reduce the
effectiveness of systemically
acting hormonal contraceptives.

Prevention or
Management

Women using systemically acting
hormonal contraceptives should
add a barrier method during
MAVENCLAD dosing and for at
least 4 weeks after the last dose in
each treatment course.

8 Use in Specific Populations
8.1 Pregnancy
Risk Summary
MAVENCLAD is contraindicated in pregnant
women and in females and males of reproductive
potential who do not plan to use effective
contraception. There are no adequate data on
the developmental risk associated with use of
MAVENCLAD in pregnant women. Cladribine was
embryolethal when administered to pregnant mice
and produced malformations in mice and rabbits
[see Data]. The observed developmental effects
are consistent with the effects of cladribine on
DNA [see Contraindications (4) and Warnings and
Precautions (5.2)].
Data
Animal Data
When cladribine was administered intravenously
(0, 0.5, 1.5, or 3 mg/kg/day) to pregnant mice
during the period of organogenesis, fetal growth
retardation and malformations (including
exencephaly and cleft palate) and embryofetal
death were observed at the highest dose tested.
An increase in skeletal variations was observed
at all but the lowest dose tested. There was no
evidence of maternal toxicity.
When cladribine was administered intravenously
(0, 0.3, 1, and 3 mg/kg/day) to pregnant rabbits
during the period of organogenesis, fetal growth
retardation and a high incidence of craniofacial and
limb malformations were observed at the highest
dose tested, in the absence of maternal toxicity.
When cladribine was administered intravenously
(0, 0.5, 1.5, or 3.0 mg/kg/day) to mice throughout
pregnancy and lactation, skeletal anomalies and
embryolethality were observed at all but the lowest
dose tested.
8.2 Lactation
MAVENCLAD is contraindicated in breastfeeding
women because of the potential for serious
adverse reactions in breastfed infants [see
Contraindications (4) and Warnings and
Precautions (5)]. Advise women not to breastfeed
during dosing with MAVENCLAD and for 10 days
after the last dose.

8.3 Females and Males of Reproductive Potential
Pregnancy Testing
In females of reproductive potential, pregnancy
should be excluded before the initiation of each
treatment course of MAVENCLAD [see Use in
Specific Populations (8.1)].
Contraception
Females
Females of reproductive potential should prevent
pregnancy by use of effective contraception during
MAVENCLAD dosing and for at least 6 months
after the last dose in each treatment course.
It is unknown if MAVENCLAD may reduce the
effectiveness of the systemically acting hormonal
contraceptives. Women using systemically
acting hormonal contraceptives should add a
barrier method during MAVENCLAD dosing and
for at least 4 weeks after the last dose in each
treatment course. Women who become pregnant
during MAVENCLAD therapy should discontinue
treatment [see Warnings and Precautions (5.2) and
Drug Interactions (7.7)].
Males
As cladribine interferes with DNA synthesis, adverse
effects on human gametogenesis could be expected.
Therefore, male patients of reproductive potential
should take precautions to prevent pregnancy of their
partner during MAVENCLAD dosing and for at least
6 months after the last dose in each treatment
course [see Warnings and Precautions (5.2) and
Nonclinical Toxicology (13.1)].
8.4 Pediatric Use
The safety and effectiveness in pediatric patients
(below 18 years of age) have not been established.
Use of MAVENCLAD is not recommended
in pediatric patients because of the risk of
malignancies [see Warnings and Precautions
(5.1)].
8.5 Geriatric Use
Clinical studies with MAVENCLAD did not include
sufficient numbers of patients aged 65 or over
to determine whether they respond differently
from younger patients. Other reported clinical
experience has not identified differences in
responses between the elderly and younger
patients. Caution is recommended when
MAVENCLAD is used in elderly patients, taking
into account the potential greater frequency of
decreased hepatic, renal, or cardiac function,
concomitant diseases, and other drug therapy.
8.6 Patients With Renal Impairment
The concentration of cladribine is predicted
to increase in patients with renal impairment
[see Clinical Pharmacology (12.3)]. No dosage
adjustment is recommended in patients with mild
renal impairment (creatinine clearance 60 to 89 mL
per minute). MAVENCLAD is not recommended in
patients with moderate to severe renal impairment
(creatinine clearance below 60 mL per minute) [see
Clinical Pharmacology (12.3)].
8.7 Patients With Hepatic Impairment
The effect of hepatic impairment on the
pharmacokinetics of cladribine is unknown
[see Clinical Pharmacology (12.3)]. No dosage
adjustment is recommended in patients with
mild hepatic impairment. MAVENCLAD is not
recommended in patients with moderate to severe
hepatic impairment (Child-Pugh score greater than
6) [see Clinical Pharmacology (12.3)].
17 PATIENT COUNSELING INFORMATION
Advise the patient to read the FDA-approved
patient labeling (Medication Guide).
Inform patients of the possible risk of malignancies,
teratogenicity, lymphopenia, and other hematologic
toxicity, infections, liver injury, hypersensitivity, and
cardiac failure. Inform women that they cannot
breastfeed on a MAVENCLAD treatment day and
for 10 days after the last dose. Instruct patients that
MAVENCLAD is a cytotoxic drug and to use care
when handling MAVENCLAD tablets.

MAVENCLAD® (cladribine) tablets, for oral use
Distributed by:
EMD SERONO, Inc.
MAVENCLAD is a
One Technology Place
registered trademark of
Rockland, MA 02370
Merck KGaA, Darmstadt,
Germany
US/CLA/0419/0220a 09/19
©2019 EMD Serono, Inc.
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PUBLISHER’S NOTE

The Many Forms of
Advocacy in Medicine
PATIENT ADVOCACY HAS ALWAYS held a place in the realm of

medical practice, although it has taken many shapes over the
years. Now advocacy can range from small-scale efforts, such as
the advocacy role that a pediatric patient’s parent might play in
the care of their child, to large-scale ones, such as the lobbying
and organizational methods employed by patient advocacy associations and groups. No matter the size, these patient advocates
work to ensure that their loved ones and those they represent get
the best care possible.
However, advocacy efforts can also come from a place not
centered on patient care. In a fast-paced field such as medicine,
making an impact in the workplace—whether that be the clinic
at a large institution, the classroom of a medical school, or a local
physician’s office—can often require some level of professional
advocacy. Physicians must advocate for themselves and on behalf
of colleagues to attain their career and care goals.
In recognition of these important aspects of health care, this
issue of NeurologyLive® seeks to highlight some of those efforts
that occur daily across the country and around the world. As such,
each of the contributions to this month’s issue offers a look at the
impact of professional, personal, and patient advocacy labors that
are taken on by those providing care to patients and the organizations that they work with to do so.
One such contribution includes that of Theresa Sevilis, DO,
and Sana Syed, MBBS, MPH. On page 12, the pair offer their own
personal views of the role that personal advocacy can play in the
workplace. As members of the Women Neurologists Group, they
provide insight into how they advocated for themselves in the
career path decisions that they have made so far and for their
families while working in the busy world of medicine.
On page 29, we take a deeper look into the life of Tracy DixonSalazar, PhD, and how her family’s struggles and triumphs with
her daughter’s diagnosis of Lennox-Gastaut syndrome have put
her on a path of personal advocacy in her role as a mother and of
professional advocacy in her role as the executive director of the
Lennox-Gastaut Syndrome Foundation.
This issue also highlights the importance of and path to finding
one’s community and purpose in advocacy on page 24, where
Parneet Grewal, MBBS, and Anindita Deb, MD, describe the benefits of the American Academy of Neurology’s Palatucci Advocacy
Leadership Forum. The pair explain how advocacy can provide
more than just positives for patients and emphasize the benefits
of finding empowerment in your practice of medicine.
As we strive to keep you abreast of the latest research and tools to
improve your clinical practice, we always welcome your feedback.
If you have any comments or thoughts about our coverage or would
like to contribute to NeurologyLive®, please email Managing
Editor Matt Hoffman at mhoffman@neurologylive.com.
Thank you for reading.
Mike Hennessy Jr
President and CEO, MJH Life Sciences®
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FROM THE EDITOR

Advocacy in Neurology:
A Tool to Serve and Find Fulfillment
By Mary Rensel, MD, FAAN, ABIHM

I WAS RECENTLY FORTUNATE ENOUGH to serve as an adviser at the

Palatucci Advocacy Leadership Forum (PALF) per the American
Academy of Neurology. This PALF training has been impactful in
my career. I initially attended to learn the skills of advocating over a
decade ago and have returned to advise groups of passionate neurologists honing their individual advocacy skills to create a better day for
our patients and their families. On the last day of PALF training, we
had the opportunity to recognize the graduating group of advocates
and quite a surprise occurred. Advisers shared the successes and
talents of their advocates, and many were brought to tears because
the missions they are working on are so meaningful and the bonds of
the team became so deep. Multiple physicians mentioned how they
were frustrated with medicine and now were reenergized and will stay
in the profession to work on their advocacy projects. The power of
advocacy was felt by all in the room.
Where else in medicine are we allowed to share our deepest wishes
and take specific action to right a wrong we see in society? Acting as
an advocate is meaningful to us as neurologists because it speaks to
our inner core—or our “why.” We all have days when we step back
and ask ourselves, “Why are we in this profession?” Why did we not
sell T-shirts on the beach? Why did we place ourselves in a profession
that demands so much energy and emotion each day?” I can tell you
that after 30 years of being a physician, I realize the honor in our daily
work and the potential toll it can take. However, acting as an advocate
can remind us to sharpen our “why,” to be intentional about taking
the time to find what our core reason is for doing what we do and
realizing that we have agency to make this world a better place while
working as a neurologist and advocate at many levels.
Although it may seem counterintuitive, we first need to start
advocating for ourselves, personally and professionally, to ensure
that we remain well and balanced so that we can remain active and
fulfilled in our professions.1 Burnout has been described since 1974,
yet it remains at high levels in neurology and other professions.2-4
Unfortunately, the risk of burnout—due to systemic challenges in
health care—is high, and the consequences are grave.4 We need to set
clear boundaries about our “nonnegotiables,” the actions that keep
us healthy and balanced.1 Finding meaning at work is associated with
less burnout in neurology residents and fellows, and taking time to
realize your “why” and intentionally staying active in what brings
meaning to your work may lessen one’s risk of burnout and subsequent depressive symptoms.5
I am pleased to see the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical
Education has required a professional well-being plan for neurology
residents to build a vitally important professional well-being tool kit
because studies have revealed potential barriers to humanistic curriculum for residents, faculty support, and time and perception, as these
are not typically prioritized.6,7 May we, as their faculty, be shining
examples of the challenges and realities of professional well-being.
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Many studies suggest the level of burnout today is due to the whole
health care organization rather than the individual; therefore, advocating to adjust and influence the organization may indeed result in
less burnout for our colleagues and ourselves.8
Focusing on these advocacy efforts can help sharpen our longterm goals toward generativity. Giving of our time and energy
toward the next generations and “righting a wrong” are long-term,
fulfilling goals that advocacy can help meet. When we are active in
pursuing these goals, we can find more meaning in our work and
make new connections with those that also find this type of work
meaningful, thereby increasing our social networks. Belonging and
feeling productive are basic human needs that advocacy can help us
attain. Ultimately, advocacy can help us feel deep meaning at work,
serve and support others, and feel fulfulled while working towards a
brighter tomorrow.
NeurologyLive.com
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AASM Membership |
@AASMmembership
@neurology_live spoke with AASM
member Anuja Bandyopadhyay, MD
(@anujaby) about the AASM’s new
pilot program to certify sleep stage
scoring AI software. Learn more:
https://bit.ly/3Qnzdem
Children’s Hospital | @ChildrensPhila
Children’s sleep problems can be the
result of medical and/or behavioral
issues and can affect every aspect of
a child’s life. Dr Jodi Mindell explains
the long- and short-term consequences of not getting enough sleep in this
@neurology_live interview.
https://t.co/PYjMqbYBT0

CURE CONNECTIONS ®: “RESOURCES
FOR DRAVET SYNDROME AND
LENNOX-GASTAUT SYNDROME”
Kelly Knupp, MD; Mary Anne Meskis; and
Tracy Dixon-Salazar, PhD, discuss patient
advocacy and support groups as well as other
resources for patients with Dravet syndrome
or Lennox-Gastaut syndrome.
VIEW VIDEO neurologylive.com/
ds-lgs-resources

EPISODE 67: “MENTAL HEALTH AND
ADVOCACY IN PEDIATRIC MIGRAINE”
Serena L. Orr, MD, MSc, a pediatric neurologist and headache specialist at the University
of Calgary and Alberta Children’s Hospital in
Canada, talks about mental health conditions
among pediatric patients with migraine and
the need to advocate for these individuals.
LISTEN neurologylive.com/mm-ep-67

VIEW MORE

medicalworldnews.com

DEEP DIVE: “DEEP DIVE INTO ALS ADVOCACY,
BIG DATA, AND RESEARCH”
Matthew B. Harms, MD, of Columbia University discusses
the advances that have occurred in research for the
disease, ongoing advocacy efforts, and the collection
of large genetic databases.

SECOND OPINION: “CAREERS IN
ACADEMIC MEDICINE”
Ruth Schneider, MD, of the University of Rochester and
Adolfo Ramirez-Zamora, MD, of the University of Florida
join Second Opinion to discuss careers in academic
medicine, and the need to advocate for
oneself along the way.

AFTER HOURS ™: “VINTAGE COLLECTOR”
Perry Halkitis, PhD, MS, MPH, of the Rutgers School of
Public Health joins After Hours™ to discuss superheroes, his
advocacy on behalf of LGBTQ+ individuals and those living
with HIV and AIDS, and his vintage lunch box collection.

MORE ONLINE twitter.com/neurology_live
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Alternative Career
Paths: Clinical Care
Through Clinical Research
For women, the decision to opt for an unconventional
career path can be inspired by conflicting responsibilities
and balancing life and work.
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here are many reasons to opt for an unconventional career path. For women, many times that
decision comes to the forefront as they face
conflicting responsibilities and balancing life and
work. Following your inspiration is critical, and a
balance can be achieved.
My journey was similarly marked by dilemmas,
exhaustion, and a need for direction. I had trained
extensively to the point where most of my advisers
and mentors thought I was just confused. With a
neurology residency, 2 fellowships, and a master’s
degree in public health, the question I was asked most
frequently was: How do these disparate credentials
mesh and translate into a career?
I would say that I learned more than clinical skills
from my training years, and it is the silent learnings that were instrumental in defining my vision.
I learned that clinical trial research was intriguing,
that limited treatment options for certain patients
was a problem I wanted to solve, and that the clinical
trial opportunities in multiple sclerosis excited me
to the point that I wanted to be part of that change. I
then connected these intellectual curiosities with my
personal characteristics of being a problem solver,
having a need for novelty, and enjoying learning by
discussions with diverse professionals. With these
insights, I gravitated toward a pharmaceutical career,
where clinical trials are created in a cross-functional environment with the purpose of solving
the problem of insufficient treatment options.
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After gaining clarity of my direction, I then had to
convince others of my suitability for certain positions
and to find a job that would afford me time and space
to hone my skills in alignment with my passion.
I am lucky to live in Boston, Massachusetts, where
not only do highly skilled professionals compete for
jobs, but major employers are also pitted against
each other for these same professionals. Employers
are increasingly aware of the need to reach out to
talent early on by creating unique opportunities—
especially for those just starting their career. Near
the end of my fellowship, I used my typical approach
of broad networking to reach out to multiple
academic and nonacademic institutions in search
of a position that spoke to me. It was because of
this broad outreach that I came across an opportunity that integrated industry experience in an
academic setting, at which point I started doing a
clinical translational research fellowship at Pfizer
with a faculty appointment at Tufts Medical Center.
This initial foray into industry essentially opened
multiple doors for me, and now I am a global clinical lead at Sanofi, leading multiple trials and
doing what truly inspires me. I also adapted to the
COVID-19 pandemic and occasionally see patients
via telemedicine.
My career affords me the versatility and flexibility
that I crave, and I continue to practice clinical care
by transforming the treatment landscape for patients
across the globe.
NeurologyLive.com
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Forging Your
Own Path as a Woman
in Medicine
Defining your career in medicine can be difficult, but deciding to step away
from a traditional path can be one of your best decisions.
By Theresa Sevilis, DO

M

y love for the field of neurology began in
my first year of medical school with neuroanatomy. The limited understanding of the
intricate workings of the brain struck me as the final
frontier in medicine, and I was excited for any role I
could play in the discoveries that would come during
my career.
It became clear early on that I was destined for acute
stroke care. But I fought my future right up until fellowship applications. I tried to enjoy outpatient subspecialties so I could have a subspeciality that fit in with
the lifestyle I wanted for my family, but it all just came
back to acute stroke care for me. Luckily, I was at a
program that was developing a telestroke system,
which showed me the potential for an acute stroke
career that allowed for better work-life balance. So I
gave in to my future and applied for a vascular fellowship with telestroke aspirations.
Like many early career physicians, I was afraid to
jump fully into this nontraditional pathway of medicine, so I started my career with telestroke in the
academic setting. It did not take long for me to realize
that the standard hierarchy of medicine was not
designed for any woman (or any parent) who views
their family and career as equal. I saw my future in my
female colleagues, and I knew it was not the future I
wanted for myself or my family. I had to make some
extremely difficult and scary decisions. Would I sacrifice my child-rearing years for my career, or my career
for years with my children? It’s not a decision anyone
should have to make, but it is an all-too-common one.
For me, the answer was neither. I would put my babies
NeurologyLive.com

first and pick a path that allowed me those very precious
years with them but also allow me to continue to grow
in my career. I decided to jump ship from a traditional
medical career path, and I still believe this is one of the
best decisions I have ever made.
I was fortunate that as I searched for the right option,
I came across a telestroke company that allowed me
to not only find the work-life balance I was after but
continue to reach my professional goals. I was able to
provide high-quality care for acute stroke patients across
the country who otherwise would have limited access to
care. In addition to direct patient care, I was able to work
with individual programs on developing and improving
their stroke programs. But the icing on the cake was that
I did not have to leave teaching and research behind.
I have helped to develop a national program for residents and physician education. The relationships built
with hospitals across the country not only provide
neurology education opportunities but have provided a
large network for research. This network allows for largescale research studies that can be done by only a few
others. I have found my place and my balance.
I encourage all female neurologists to stop and think
about what they want, not what options have been laid
out for them. Look beyond the academic vs private
practice mind-sets that are typically presented to you.
These models were designed around an outdated patriarchy. We need to start creating our own models that
allow for more work-life balance for all physicians,
regardless of gender. So do not be afraid to take that
scary leap out of a system that was not built for us and
forge your own path.

THERESA
SEVILIS, DO
Stroke Medical Director,
Winter Haven Hospital;
Regional Medical
Director and Director of
Academic Advancement,
TeleSpecialists;
Member, Women
Neurologists Group
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INDICATION
ZEPOSIA® (ozanimod) is indicated for the treatment of relapsing forms of multiple sclerosis (MS), to include
clinically isolated syndrome, relapsing-remitting disease, and active secondary progressive disease, in adults.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
Contraindications:
• Patients who in the last 6 months, experienced myocardial infarction, unstable angina, stroke, transient
ischemic attack (TIA), decompensated heart failure requiring hospitalization, or Class III/IV heart failure
or have a presence of Mobitz type II second-degree or third-degree atrioventricular (AV) block, sick sinus
syndrome, or sino-atrial block, unless the patient has a functioning pacemaker
• Patients with severe untreated sleep apnea
• Patients taking a monoamine oxidase (MAO) inhibitor
Infections: ZEPOSIA may increase the susceptibility to infections. Life-threatening and rare fatal infections
have occurred in patients receiving ZEPOSIA. Obtain a recent (i.e., within 6 months or after discontinuation of
prior MS therapy) complete blood count (CBC) including lymphocyte count before initiation of ZEPOSIA. Delay
initiation of ZEPOSIA in patients with an active infection until the infection is resolved. Consider interruption
of treatment with ZEPOSIA if a patient develops a serious infection. Continue monitoring for infections up to 3
months after discontinuing ZEPOSIA.
• Herpes zoster was reported as an adverse reaction in ZEPOSIA-treated patients. Herpes simplex encephalitis
and varicella zoster meningitis have been reported with sphingosine 1-phosphate (S1P) receptor modulators.
Patients without a healthcare professional-conﬁrmed history of varicella (chickenpox), or without
documentation of a full course of vaccination against varicella zoster virus (VZV), should be tested for
antibodies to VZV before initiating ZEPOSIA. A full course of vaccination for antibody-negative patients with
varicella vaccine is recommended prior to commencing treatment with ZEPOSIA.

FOR YOUR PATIENTS WITH RMS1

PROTECT IT
BEFORE IT’S GONE
WITH ZEPOSIA, YOU HAVE THE POWER TO
HELP PRESERVE THEIR MOST VALUABLE RESOURCE1
Powerful efficacy in reducing ARR, GdE lesions,
and new/enlarging T2 lesions vs Avonex® 1a

Data on brain volume and cognitive
processing speed (SDMT) in

secondary, exploratory endpoints
and post hoc analysis2,3b

Safety comparable to Avonex in overall
incidence of adverse reactions2,3c
and generally similar safety demonstrated
in the long-term extension study4d

Study designs: SUNBEAM (1 year; N=1346) and RADIANCE (2 years; N=1313) were multicenter, randomized, double-blind, doubledummy, active treatment-controlled studies of daily oral ozanimod 0.46 mg (not approved for maintenance dose) or 0.92 mg vs
weekly Avonex (interferon beta-1a), 30-μg intramuscular injection. Primary endpoint: ZEPOSIA reduced ARR vs Avonex by 48% at
1 year (0.181 vs 0.350, respectively) and by 38% at 2 years (0.172 vs 0.276, respectively). Secondary endpoints: ZEPOSIA reduced the
number of new or enlarging T2 lesions by 48% at 1 year and by 42% at 2 years and reduced the number of GdE lesions vs Avonex
by 63% at 1 year and 53% at 2 years. 9 of 10 patients showed no conﬁrmed 3-month disability progression. There was no signiﬁcant
difference in 3-month conﬁrmed disability between ZEPOSIA and Avonex.1-3

a

Brain volume loss was analyzed as secondary (whole brain volume loss) and exploratory endpoints (thalamic volume loss and cortical
grey matter volume loss) in the SUNBEAM and RADIANCE trials. Volume loss endpoints were not part of the statistical analysis
hierarchy. SDMT is a tool that measures cognitive processing speed and was analyzed in a post hoc analysis of SUNBEAM and
DAYBREAK, an ongoing open-label extension study. The MSFC was a secondary endpoint made up of 3 components: 9-hole peg test
(arm/hand function), timed 25-foot walk (ambulation), and SDMT (cognitive function). SUNBEAM SDMT post hoc: ZEPOSIA (n=427),
Avonex (n=426) at Month 12. DAYBREAK SDMT post hoc (SUNBEAM participants only): ZEPOSIA (n=376) at Month 42. SDMT was not
part of the statistical analysis hierarchy for SUNBEAM and was analyzed descriptively in DAYBREAK.

b

Adverse reactions: Overall incidence of adverse reactions for ZEPOSIA vs Avonex at 1 year was 59.8% and 75.5%, respectively, and
at 2 years was 74.7% and 83.0%, respectively. Across 2 head-to-head trials, the most common adverse reactions with an incidence
of at least 2% in patients treated with ZEPOSIA and at least 1% greater than Avonex, respectively, were as follows: upper respiratory
infection, 26% (vs 23%); hepatic transaminase elevation, 10% (vs 5%); orthostatic hypotension, 4% (vs 3%); urinary tract infection, 4%
(vs 3%); back pain, 4% (vs 3%); hypertension, 4% (vs 2%); and abdominal pain upper, 2% (vs 1%). Data are not an adequate basis for
comparison of rates between ZEPOSIA and the active control. Upper respiratory infection includes nasopharyngitis, upper respiratory
tract infection, pharyngitis, respiratory tract infection, bronchitis, rhinitis, respiratory tract infection viral, viral upper respiratory tract
infection, rhinorrhea, tracheitis, and laryngitis. Hepatic transaminase elevation includes alanine aminotransferase increased, gammaglutamyl transferase increased, aspartate aminotransferase increased, hepatic enzyme increased, liver function test abnormal, and
transaminase increased. Hypertension includes hypertension, essential hypertension, and orthostatic hypertension. Severe adverse
reactions: The rate of severe adverse reactions at 1 year for ZEPOSIA was 1.6% vs 2.2% for Avonex and the rate at 2 years for ZEPOSIA
was 3.5% vs 4.3% for Avonex. Serious adverse reactions: The rate of serious adverse reactions at 1 year for ZEPOSIA was 2.9% vs 2.5%
for Avonex and the rate at 2 years for ZEPOSIA was 6.5% vs 6.4% for Avonex.1-3 Please see full Prescribing Information for additional
SUNBEAM and RADIANCE data.

c

Study design: DAYBREAK is an ongoing open-label extension (OLE) trial that enrolled participants from multiple randomized phase
1 to 3 studies, including SUNBEAM and RADIANCE. These data are presented as an interim analysis with a data cutoff of February 2,
2021. Patients evaluated in this analysis included those receiving ZEPOSIA 0.92 mg (n=881) who completed the randomized phase 1 to
3 trials. Primary objective evaluated the long-term safety of ZEPOSIA. Secondary objectives included ARR, new/enlarging T2 lesions,
and GdE lesions. Endpoints were analyzed descriptively.4,5

d

Treatment-emergent adverse events (TEAEs): At the data cutoff (up to 5 years), the overall incidence of TEAEs for ZEPOSIA in the
DAYBREAK OLE trial was 84.7%. The most common TEAEs with an incidence of at least 4% in patients treated with ZEPOSIA, sorted by
decreasing incidence, were as follows: nasopharyngitis, 19.3%; headache, 15.6%; upper respiratory tract infection, 10.9%; ALC decreased,
8.9%; lymphopenia, 8.7%; back pain, 8.1%; gamma-glutamyl transferase increased, 5.9%; bronchitis, 5.8%; urinary tract infection, 5.8%;
hypertension, 5.4%; respiratory tract infection, 5.4%; viral respiratory tract infection, 5.0%; and depression-related TEAEs, 4.9%. The rate
of TEAEs leading to permanent treatment discontinuation was 2.7%. Severe TEAEs: The rate of severe TEAEs was 6.0%.
Serious TEAEs: The rate of serious TEAEs was 11.7%.4
ALC=absolute lymphocyte count; ARR=annualized relapse rate; GdE=gadolinium enhancing; MSFC=Multiple Sclerosis Functional
Composite; RMS=relapsing multiple sclerosis; SDMT=Symbol Digit Modalities Test.

Please see Important Safety Information throughout and Brief Summary of full Prescribing Information.

Start at ZEPOSIAhcp.com/MS

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION (CONTINUED)
Infections (Continued):
• Cases of fatal cryptococcal meningitis (CM) were reported in
patients treated with another S1P receptor modulator. If CM is
suspected, ZEPOSIA should be suspended until cryptococcal
infection has been excluded. If CM is diagnosed, appropriate
treatment should be initiated.
• In clinical studies, patients who received ZEPOSIA were not
to receive concomitant treatment with antineoplastic, noncorticosteroid immunosuppressive, or immune-modulating
therapies used for treatment of MS. Concomitant use of
ZEPOSIA with any of these therapies would be expected to
increase the risk of immunosuppression. When switching
to ZEPOSIA from immunosuppressive medications, consider
the duration of their effects and their mode of action to avoid
unintended additive immunosuppressive effects.
• Use of live attenuated vaccines should be avoided during and
for 3 months after treatment with ZEPOSIA. If live attenuated
vaccine immunizations are required, administer at least 1 month
prior to initiation of ZEPOSIA.
Progressive Multifocal Leukoencephalopathy (PML): PML is an
opportunistic viral infection of the brain that typically occurs in
patients who are immunocompromised, and that usually leads to
death or severe disability.
PML has been reported in patients treated with S1P receptor
modulators, including ZEPOSIA, and other MS therapies and
has been associated with some risk factors. If PML is suspected,
withhold ZEPOSIA and perform an appropriate diagnostic
evaluation.
If confirmed, treatment with ZEPOSIA should be discontinued.
Bradyarrhythmia and Atrioventricular Conduction Delays:
Since initiation of ZEPOSIA may result in a transient decrease in
heart rate and atrioventricular conduction delays, dose titration
is recommended to help reduce cardiac effects. Initiation of
ZEPOSIA without dose escalation may result in greater decreases
in heart rate. If treatment with ZEPOSIA is considered, advice
from a cardiologist should be sought for those individuals:
• with significant QT prolongation
• with arrhythmias requiring treatment with Class 1a or III
anti-arrhythmic drugs
• with ischemic heart disease, heart failure, history of cardiac
arrest or myocardial infarction, cerebrovascular disease, and
uncontrolled hypertension
• with a history of Mobitz type II second-degree or higher AV
block, sick sinus syndrome, or sino-atrial heart block
Liver Injury: Elevations of aminotransferases may occur in
patients receiving ZEPOSIA. Obtain liver function tests, if not
recently available (i.e., within 6 months), before initiation of
ZEPOSIA. Patients who develop symptoms suggestive of hepatic
dysfunction should have hepatic enzymes checked and ZEPOSIA
should be discontinued if significant liver injury is confirmed.
Caution should be exercised when using ZEPOSIA in patients
with history of significant liver disease.
Fetal Risk: There are no adequate and well-controlled studies
in pregnant women. Based on animal studies, ZEPOSIA may
cause fetal harm. Women of childbearing potential should use
effective contraception to avoid pregnancy during treatment
and for 3 months after stopping ZEPOSIA.
Increased Blood Pressure: Increase in systolic pressure was
observed after about 3 months of treatment and persisted
throughout treatment. Blood pressure should be monitored
during treatment and managed appropriately. Certain foods
that may contain very high amounts of tyramine could cause
severe hypertension in patients taking ZEPOSIA. Patients should
be advised to avoid foods containing a very large amount of
tyramine while taking ZEPOSIA.
Respiratory Effects: ZEPOSIA may cause a decline in pulmonary
function. Spirometric evaluation of respiratory function should be
performed during therapy, if clinically indicated.

Macular Edema: S1P modulators have been associated with an
increased risk of macular edema. Patients with a history of uveitis
or diabetes mellitus are at increased risk. Patients with a history
of these conditions should have an ophthalmic evaluation of
the fundus, including the macula, prior to treatment initiation
and regular follow-up examinations. An ophthalmic evaluation
is recommended in all patients at any time if there is a change
in vision. Continued use of ZEPOSIA in patients with macular
edema has not been evaluated; potential benefits and risks for
the individual patient should be considered if deciding whether
ZEPOSIA should be discontinued.
Posterior Reversible Encephalopathy Syndrome (PRES): Rare
cases of PRES have been reported in patients receiving a S1P
receptor modulator. If a ZEPOSIA-treated patient develops
unexpected neurological or psychiatric symptoms or any
symptom/sign suggestive of an increase in intracranial pressure,
a complete physical and neurological examination should be
conducted. Symptoms of PRES are usually reversible but may
evolve into ischemic stroke or cerebral hemorrhage. Delay in
diagnosis and treatment may lead to permanent neurological
sequelae. If PRES is suspected, treatment with ZEPOSIA should
be discontinued.
Unintended Additive Immunosuppressive Effects From Prior
Immunosuppressive or Immune-Modulating Drugs: When
switching from drugs with prolonged immune effects, the halflife and mode of action of these drugs must be considered to
avoid unintended additive immunosuppressive effects while at
the same time minimizing risk of disease reactivation. Initiating
treatment with ZEPOSIA after treatment with alemtuzumab is
not recommended.
Severe Increase in Multiple Sclerosis (MS) Disability After
Stopping ZEPOSIA: In MS, severe exacerbation of disease,
including disease rebound, has been rarely reported after
discontinuation of a S1P receptor modulator. The possibility
of severe exacerbation of disease should be considered after
stopping ZEPOSIA treatment so patients should be monitored
upon discontinuation.
Immune System Effects After Stopping ZEPOSIA: After
discontinuing ZEPOSIA, the median time for lymphocyte counts
to return to the normal range was 30 days with approximately
90% of patients in the normal range within 3 months. Use of
immunosuppressants within this period may lead to an additive
effect on the immune system, therefore caution should be
applied when initiating other drugs 4 weeks after the last dose
of ZEPOSIA.
Most Common Adverse Reactions (≥ 4%): upper respiratory
infection, hepatic transaminase elevation, orthostatic
hypotension, urinary tract infection, back pain, and hypertension.
Use in Specific Populations: Hepatic Impairment: Use is not
recommended.
Please see Important Safety Information throughout and Brief
Summary of full Prescribing Information.
References: 1. ZEPOSIA. Prescribing information. Bristol Myers Squibb; 2021.
2. Comi G, Kappos L, Selmaj KW, et al; SUNBEAM Study Investigators. Safety and
efficacy of ozanimod versus interferon beta-1a in relapsing multiple sclerosis
(SUNBEAM): a multicentre, randomised, minimum 12-month, phase 3 trial. Lancet
Neurol. 2019;18(11):1009-1020. 3. Cohen JA, Comi G, Selmaj KW, et al; RADIANCE Trial
Investigators. Safety and efficacy of ozanimod versus interferon beta-1a in relapsing
multiple sclerosis (RADIANCE): a multicentre, randomised, 24-month, phase 3 trial.
Lancet Neurol. 2019;18(11):1021-1033. 4. Selmaj KW, Steinman L, Comi G, et al. Longterm safety and efficacy of ozanimod in relapsing multiple sclerosis: interim analysis
of the DAYBREAK open-label extension study. Presented at: 37th Congress of the
European Committee for Treatment and Research in Multiple Sclerosis (ECTRIMS);
13-15 October 2021; The Digital Experience. 5. Selmaj KW, Steinman L, Comi G, et
al. Long-term safety and efficacy of ozanimod in relapsing multiple sclerosis in
DAYBREAK: an open-label extension study of ozanimod phase 1-3 trials. Presented
at: 8th Joint ACTRIMS-ECTRIMS Meeting; September 11-13, 2020; MSVirtual2020.
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ZEPOSIA® (ozanimod) capsules, for oral use
Brief Summary of Prescribing Information. For complete prescribing information consult official package insert.
INDICATIONS AND USAGE
ZEPOSIA (ozanimod) is indicated for the treatment of:
•

relapsing forms of multiple sclerosis (MS), to include clinically isolated syndrome, relapsing-remitting disease, and
active secondary progressive disease, in adults.

DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION
Assessments Prior to First Dose of ZEPOSIA
Before initiation of treatment with ZEPOSIA, assess the following:
Complete Blood Count
Obtain a recent (i.e., within the last 6 months or after discontinuation of prior MS therapy) complete blood count (CBC),
including lymphocyte count [see Warnings and Precautions].
Cardiac Evaluation
Obtain an electrocardiogram (ECG) to determine whether preexisting conduction abnormalities are present. In patients
with certain preexisting conditions, advice from a cardiologist should be sought [see Warnings and Precautions].
Liver Function Tests
Obtain recent (i.e., within the last 6 months) transaminase and bilirubin levels [see Warnings and Precautions].

Cryptococcal Infection
Cases of fatal cryptococcal meningitis (CM) and disseminated cryptococcal infections have been reported with S1P
receptor modulators. Physicians should be vigilant for clinical symptoms or signs of CM. Patients with symptoms
or signs consistent with a cryptococcal infection should undergo prompt diagnostic evaluation and treatment.
ZEPOSIA (ozanimod) treatment should be suspended until a cryptococcal infection has been excluded. If CM is
diagnosed, appropriate treatment should be initiated.
Prior and Concomitant Treatment with Anti-Neoplastic, Non-Corticosteroid Immunosuppressive, or Immune-modulating
Therapies
In the MS clinical studies, patients who received ZEPOSIA were not to receive concomitant treatment with anti-neoplastic,
non-corticosteroid immunosuppressive, or immune-modulating therapies used for the treatment of MS. Concomitant use
of ZEPOSIA with any of these therapies would be expected to increase the risk of immunosuppression. [see Clinical
Studies (14.2) in full Prescribing Information].
Anti-neoplastic, immune-modulating, or immunosuppressive therapies (including corticosteroids) should be
co-administered with caution because of the risk of additive immune system effects during such therapy. When
switching to ZEPOSIA from immunosuppressive medications, consider the duration of their effects and their mode of
action to avoid unintended additive immunosuppressive effects.
Vaccinations
Patients without a healthcare professional-confirmed history of chickenpox or without documentation of a full course
of vaccination against VZV should be tested for antibodies to VZV before initiating ZEPOSIA. A full course of vaccination
for antibody-negative patients with varicella vaccine is recommended prior to commencing treatment with ZEPOSIA,
following which initiation of treatment with ZEPOSIA should be postponed for 4 weeks to allow the full effect of
vaccination to occur.

Ophthalmic Assessment

No clinical data are available on the efficacy and safety of vaccinations in patients taking ZEPOSIA. Vaccinations may be
less effective if administered during ZEPOSIA treatment.

In patients with a history of uveitis or macular edema, obtain an evaluation of the fundus, including the macula
[see Warnings and Precautions].

If live attenuated vaccine immunizations are required, administer at least 1 month prior to initiation of ZEPOSIA.
Avoid the use of live attenuated vaccines during and for 3 months after treatment with ZEPOSIA.

Current or Prior Medications
• If patients are taking anti-neoplastic, non-corticosteroid immunosuppressive, or immune-modulating therapies, or
if there is a history of prior use of these drugs, consider possible unintended additive immunosuppressive effects
before initiating treatment with ZEPOSIA [see Warnings and Precautions and Drug Interactions].
• Determine if patients are taking drugs that could slow heart rate or atrioventricular conduction [see Warnings and
Precautions and Drug Interactions].
Vaccinations

Progressive Multifocal Leukoencephalopathy
Progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML) is an opportunistic viral infection of the brain caused by the JC virus
(JCV) that typically occurs in patients who are immunocompromised, and that usually leads to death or severe disability.
Typical symptoms associated with PML are diverse, progress over days to weeks, and include progressive weakness
on one side of the body or clumsiness of limbs, disturbance of vision, and changes in thinking, memory, and orientation
leading to confusion and personality changes.

Patients without a healthcare professional-confirmed history of chickenpox or without documentation of a full course
of vaccination against varicella zoster virus (VZV) should be tested for antibodies to VZV before initiating ZEPOSIA;
VZV vaccination of antibody-negative patients is recommended prior to commencing treatment with ZEPOSIA
[see Warnings and Precautions and Drug Interactions].

PML has been reported in patients treated with S1P receptor modulators, including ZEPOSIA, and other multiple sclerosis
(MS) therapies and has been associated with some risk factors (e.g., immunocompromised patients, polytherapy with
immunosuppressants). Physicians should be vigilant for clinical symptoms or MRI findings that may be suggestive of
PML. MRI findings may be apparent before clinical signs or symptoms. If PML is suspected, treatment with ZEPOSIA
should be suspended until PML has been excluded by an appropriate diagnostic evaluation.

If live attenuated vaccine immunizations are required, administer at least 1 month prior to initiation of ZEPOSIA.

If PML is confirmed, treatment with ZEPOSIA should be discontinued.

Recommended Dosage for Multiple Sclerosis
Initiate ZEPOSIA with a 7-day titration, as shown in Table 1 [see Warnings and Precautions]. After initial titration, the
recommended dosage of ZEPOSIA is 0.92 mg taken orally once daily starting on Day 8.

Bradyarrhythmia and Atrioventricular Conduction Delays
Since initiation of ZEPOSIA may result in a transient decrease in heart rate and atrioventricular conduction delays, an
up-titration scheme should be used to reach the maintenance dosage of ZEPOSIA [see Dosage and Administration and
Clinical Pharmacology (12.2) in full Prescribing Information].

Swallow ZEPOSIA capsules whole, with or without food [see Clinical Pharmacology (12.3) in full Prescribing Information].
Table 1:

Dose Titration Regimen

Days 1-4

0.23 mg once daily

Days 5-7

0.46 mg once daily

Day 8 and thereafter

0.92 mg once daily

Reinitiation of ZEPOSIA after Treatment Interruption
If a dose of ZEPOSIA is missed during the first 2 weeks of treatment, reinitiate treatment using the titration regimen
[see Dosage and Administration].
If a dose of ZEPOSIA is missed after the first 2 weeks of treatment, continue with the treatment as planned.
CONTRAINDICATIONS
ZEPOSIA is contraindicated in patients who:
•
•
•
•

In the last 6 months, have experienced a myocardial infarction, unstable angina, stroke, transient ischemic attack
(TIA), decompensated heart failure requiring hospitalization, or Class III or IV heart failure [see Warnings and
Precautions]
Have the presence of Mobitz type II second-degree or third degree atrioventricular (AV) block, sick sinus syndrome,
or sino-atrial block, unless the patient has a functioning pacemaker [see Warnings and Precautions]
Have severe untreated sleep apnea [see Warnings and Precautions]
Are taking a monoamine oxidase (MAO) inhibitor [see Drug Interactions]

WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS
Infections
Risk of Infections
ZEPOSIA causes a mean reduction in peripheral blood lymphocyte count to approximately 45% of baseline values
because of reversible sequestration of lymphocytes in lymphoid tissues [see Clinical Pharmacology (12.2) in full
Prescribing Information]. ZEPOSIA may therefore increase the susceptibility to infections, some serious in nature.
Life-threatening and rare fatal infections have occurred in patients receiving ZEPOSIA.
Obtain a recent (i.e., within 6 months or after discontinuation of prior MS therapy) complete blood count (CBC) including
lymphocyte count before initiation of ZEPOSIA.
Delay initiation of ZEPOSIA in patients with an active infection until the infection is resolved.
In MS Study 1 and Study 2, the overall rate of infections and rate of serious infections in patients treated with ZEPOSIA
were similar to that in patients who received interferon (IFN) beta-1a (35% vs. 34% and 1% vs. 0.8%, respectively).
ZEPOSIA increased the risk of viral upper respiratory tract infections, urinary tract infections, and herpes infections [see
Adverse Reactions].
The proportion of patients treated with ZEPOSIA who experienced lymphocyte counts less than 0.2 x 109/L was 3.3%
in MS Study 1 and Study 2. These values generally returned to greater than 0.2 x 109/L while patients remained on
treatment with ZEPOSIA. After discontinuing ZEPOSIA 0.92 mg, the median time for peripheral blood lymphocytes to
return to the normal range was approximately 30 days, with approximately 80% to 90% of patients in the normal range
within 3 months [see Clinical Pharmacology (12.2) in full Prescribing Information].
Consider interruption of treatment with ZEPOSIA if a patient develops a serious infection.
Because the elimination of ZEPOSIA after discontinuation may take up to 3 months, continue monitoring for infections
throughout this period.
Herpes Viral Infection
Cases of localized herpes virus infection (e.g., herpes zoster and herpes simplex) were seen in clinical trials of ZEPOSIA.

ZEPOSIA was not studied in patients who had:
• A myocardial infarction, unstable angina, stroke, TIA, or decompensated heart failure requiring hospitalization within
the last 6 months
• New York Heart Association Class III / IV heart failure
• Cardiac conduction or rhythm disorders, including sick sinus syndrome, significant QT prolongation (QTcF
> 450 msec in males, > 470 msec in females), risk factors for QT prolongation, or other conduction abnormalities or
cardiac condition that in the opinion of the treating investigator could jeopardize the patient’s health
• Other pre-existing stable cardiac conditions without clearance from a cardiologist
• Severe untreated sleep apnea
• A resting heart rate less than 55 beats per minute (bpm) at baseline
Reduction in Heart Rate
Initiation of ZEPOSIA may result in a transient decrease in heart rate. After the initial dose of ZEPOSIA 0.23 mg, the
greatest mean decrease from baseline in heart rate occurred at Hour 5 on Day 1 (decrease of 1.2 bpm in MS Study 1
and Study 2), returning to near baseline at Hour 6. With continued up-titration, the maximal heart rate effect of ozanimod
occurred on Day 8. The utility of performing first-dose cardiac monitoring when initiating ZEPOSIA in patients with
characteristics similar to those studied in the clinical trials of ZEPOSIA is unclear. Heart rates below 40 bpm were
not observed. Initiation of ZEPOSIA without titration may result in greater decreases in heart rate [see Dosage and
Administration].
In MS Study 1 and Study 2, bradycardia was reported on the day of treatment initiation in 0.6% of patients treated with
ZEPOSIA compared to no patients who received IFN beta-1a. After Day 1, the incidence of bradycardia was 0.8% in
patients treated with ZEPOSIA compared to 0.7% of patients who received IFN beta-1a.
Atrioventricular Conduction Delays
Initiation of ZEPOSIA may result in transient atrioventricular conduction delays. At ZEPOSIA exposures higher than the
recommended dosage without dose titration, first- and second-degree type 1 atrioventricular blocks were observed in
healthy volunteers; however, in MS Study 1 and Study 2, Mobitz type 2 second- or third-degree atrioventricular blocks
were not reported in patients treated with ZEPOSIA.
If treatment with ZEPOSIA is considered, advice from a cardiologist should be sought for those individuals:
• With significant QT prolongation (QTcF > 450 msec in males, > 470 msec in females)
• With arrhythmias requiring treatment with Class Ia or Class III anti-arrhythmic drugs
• With ischemic heart disease, heart failure, history of cardiac arrest or myocardial infarction, cerebrovascular disease,
and uncontrolled hypertension
• With a history of with second-degree Mobitz type II or higher AV block, sick-sinus syndrome, or sinoatrial heart
block [see Contraindications]
Liver Injury
Elevations of aminotransferases may occur in patients receiving ZEPOSIA.
Obtain transaminase and bilirubin levels, if not recently available (i.e., within 6 months), before initiation of ZEPOSIA.
In MS Study 1 and Study 2, elevations of ALT to 5-fold the upper limit of normal (ULN) or greater occurred in 1.6% of
patients treated with ZEPOSIA 0.92 mg and 1.3% of patients who received IFN beta-1a. Elevations of 3-fold the ULN or
greater occurred in 5.5% of patients treated with ZEPOSIA and 3.1% of patients who received IFN beta-1a. The median
time to an elevation of 3-fold the ULN was 6 months. The majority (79%) of patients continued treatment with ZEPOSIA
with values returning to less than 3 times the ULN within approximately 2-4 weeks. ZEPOSIA was discontinued for
a confirmed elevation greater than 5-fold the ULN. Overall, the discontinuation rate because of elevations in hepatic
enzymes was 1.1% of patients with MS treated with ZEPOSIA 0.92 mg and 0.8% of patients who received IFN beta-1a.
Individuals with an AST or ALT greater than 1.5 times ULN were excluded from MS Study 1 and Study 2. There are no
data to establish that patients with preexisting liver disease are at increased risk to develop elevated liver function test
values when taking ZEPOSIA. Use of ZEPOSIA in patients with hepatic impairment is not recommended [see Use in
Specific Populations].

In MS Study 1 and Study 2, herpes zoster was reported as an adverse reaction in 0.6% of patients treated with ZEPOSIA
0.92 mg and in 0.2% of patients who received IFN beta-1a.

Patients who develop symptoms suggestive of hepatic dysfunction, such as unexplained nausea, vomiting, abdominal
pain, fatigue, anorexia, or jaundice and/or dark urine, should have hepatic enzymes checked, and ZEPOSIA should be
discontinued if significant liver injury is confirmed.

Herpes simplex encephalitis and varicella zoster meningitis have been reported with sphingosine 1-phosphate (S1P)
receptor modulators. Patients without a healthcare professional-confirmed history of varicella (chickenpox), or without
documentation of a full course of vaccination against varicella zoster virus (VZV), should be tested for antibodies to VZV
before initiating ZEPOSIA (see Vaccinations below).

Fetal Risk
There are no adequate and well-controlled studies in pregnant women. Based on animal studies, ZEPOSIA may cause
fetal harm [see Use in Specific Populations]. Because it takes approximately 3 months to eliminate ZEPOSIA from the

body, women of childbearing potential should use effective contraception to avoid pregnancy during treatment and for
3 months after stopping ZEPOSIA (ozanimod) [see Use in Specific Populations].
Increased Blood Pressure
In MS Study 1 and Study 2, patients treated with ZEPOSIA had an average increase of approximately 1 to 2 mm Hg in
systolic pressure over patients who received IFN beta-1a, and no effect on diastolic pressure. The increase in systolic
pressure was first detected after approximately 3 months of treatment and persisted throughout treatment. Hypertension
was reported as an adverse reaction in 3.9% of patients treated with ZEPOSIA 0.92 mg and in 2.1% of patients who
received IFN beta-1a. Two patients treated with ZEPOSIA in MS Study 1 and one patient treated with interferon (IFN)
beta-1a in Study 2 experienced a hypertensive crisis that was not clearly influenced by a concomitant medication.

Table 2:

Adverse Reactions with an Incidence of at Least 2% in ZEPOSIA (ozanimod)-Treated Patients
and at Least 1% Greater than IFN beta-1a in Patients with Multiple Sclerosis (Pooled MS
Study 1 and Study 2)a
MS Studies 1 and 2

Adverse Reactions

ZEPOSIA
0.92 mg Once Dailye
(n=882)
%

IFN beta-1a
30 mcg Intramuscularly
Once Weekly
(n=885)
%

Blood pressure should be monitored during treatment with ZEPOSIA and managed appropriately.

Upper respiratory infectionb

26

23

Certain foods that may contain very high amounts (i.e., more than 150 mg) of tyramine could cause severe hypertension
because of potential tyramine interaction in patients taking ZEPOSIA, even at the recommended doses. Because of an
increased sensitivity to tyramine, patients should be advised to avoid foods containing a very large amount of tyramine
while taking ZEPOSIA.

Hepatic transaminase elevationc

10

5

Orthostatic hypotension

4

3

Urinary tract infection

4

3

Respiratory Effects
Dose-dependent reductions in absolute forced expiratory volume over 1 second (FEV1) were observed in MS patients
treated with ZEPOSIA as early as 3 months after treatment initiation. In the MS pooled analyses of Study 1 and
Study 2, the decline in absolute FEV1 from baseline in patients treated with ZEPOSIA compared to patients who received
IFN beta-1a was 60 mL (95% CI: -100, -20) at 12 months. The mean difference in percent predicted FEV1 at 12 months
between patients treated with ZEPOSIA and patients who received IFN beta-1a was 1.9% (95% CI: -2.9, -0.8). Dosedependent reductions in forced vital capacity (FVC) (absolute value and %-predicted) were also seen at Month 3 in
pooled analyses comparing patients treated with ZEPOSIA to patients who received IFN beta-1a [60 mL, 95% CI (-110,
-10); 1.4%, 95% CI: (-2.6, -0.2)], though significant reductions were not seen at other timepoints. There is insufficient
information to determine the reversibility of the decrease in FEV1 or FVC after drug discontinuation. One patient in MS
Study 1 discontinued ZEPOSIA because of dyspnea.

Back pain

4

3

Hypertensiond

4

2

Upper abdominal pain

2

1

Spirometric evaluation of respiratory function should be performed during therapy with ZEPOSIA, if clinically indicated.
Macular Edema
Sphingosine 1-phosphate (S1P) receptor modulators, including ZEPOSIA, have been associated with an increased risk
of macular edema.
In MS Study 1 and Study 2, macular edema was observed in 0.3% of patients treated with ZEPOSIA and in 0.3% of
patients who received IFN beta-1a.

a
b

c
d
e

Data are not an adequate basis for comparison of rates between ZEPOSIA and the active control.
Includes the following terms: nasopharyngitis, upper respiratory tract infection, pharyngitis, respiratory tract infection,
bronchitis, rhinitis, viral respiratory tract infection, viral upper respiratory tract infection, rhinorrhea, tracheitis, and
laryngitis.
Includes the following terms: alanine aminotransferase increased, gamma-glutamyl transferase increased, aspartate
aminotransferase increased, hepatic enzyme increased, abnormal liver function test, and increased transaminases.
Includes hypertension, essential hypertension, and orthostatic hypertension.
ZEPOSIA was initiated with a 7-day titration [see Dosage and Administration].

Other Adverse Reactions
Reduction in Heart Rate
Initiation of ZEPOSIA may result in transient decrease in heart rate in MS patients [see Warnings and Precautions].
Respiratory Effects

An ophthalmic evaluation of the fundus, including the macula, is recommended in all patients at any time if there is any
change in vision while taking ZEPOSIA.

Dose-dependent reductions in absolute FEV1 and FVC were observed in MS patients treated with ZEPOSIA [see Warnings
and Precautions].

Continuation of ZEPOSIA therapy in patients with macular edema has not been evaluated. A decision on whether or not
ZEPOSIA should be discontinued needs to take into account the potential benefits and risks for the individual patient.

Malignancies

Macular Edema in Patients with a History of Uveitis or Diabetes Mellitus
Patients with a history of uveitis and patients with a history of diabetes mellitus are at increased risk of macular edema
during ZEPOSIA therapy. The incidence of macular edema is also increased in patients with a history of uveitis. In
addition to the examination of the fundus, including the macula, prior to treatment, patients with diabetes mellitus or a
history of uveitis should have regular follow-up examinations.
Posterior Reversible Encephalopathy Syndrome
Rare cases of posterior reversible encephalopathy syndrome (PRES) have been reported in patients receiving a S1P
receptor modulator. In MS controlled clinical trials with ZEPOSIA, one case of PRES was reported. Should a ZEPOSIAtreated patient develop any unexpected neurological or psychiatric symptoms/signs (e.g., cognitive deficits, behavioral
changes, cortical visual disturbances, or any other neurological cortical symptoms/signs), any symptom/sign suggestive
of an increase of intracranial pressure, or accelerated neurological deterioration, the physician should promptly schedule
a complete physical and neurological examination and should consider an MRI. Symptoms of PRES are usually reversible
but may evolve into ischemic stroke or cerebral hemorrhage. Delay in diagnosis and treatment may lead to permanent
neurological sequelae. If PRES is suspected, treatment with ZEPOSIA should be discontinued.
Unintended Additive Immunosuppressive Effects from Prior Treatment with Immunosuppressive or ImmuneModulating Drugs
When switching from drugs with prolonged immune effects, the half-life and mode of action of these drugs must be
considered to avoid unintended additive immunosuppressive effects while at the same time minimizing risk of disease
reactivation, when initiating ZEPOSIA.
Initiating treatment with ZEPOSIA after treatment with alemtuzumab is not recommended [see Drug Interactions].
Severe Increase in Multiple Sclerosis Disability after Stopping ZEPOSIA
In MS, severe exacerbation of disease, including disease rebound, has been rarely reported after discontinuation of a
S1P receptor modulator. The possibility of severe exacerbation of disease should be considered after stopping ZEPOSIA
treatment. Patients should be observed for a severe increase in disability upon ZEPOSIA discontinuation and appropriate
treatment should be instituted, as required.
Immune System Effects after Stopping ZEPOSIA
After discontinuing ZEPOSIA, the median time for peripheral blood lymphocytes to return to the normal range was
approximately 30 days, with approximately 80% to 90% of patients in the normal range within 3 months [see Clinical
Pharmacology (12.2) in full Prescribing Information]. Use of immunosuppressants within this period may lead to an
additive effect on the immune system, and therefore caution should be applied when initiating other drugs 4 weeks after
the last dose of ZEPOSIA [see Drug Interactions].
ADVERSE REACTIONS
The following serious adverse reactions are described elsewhere in the labeling:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Infections [see Warnings and Precautions]
Bradyarrhythmia and Atrioventricular Conduction Delays [see Warnings and Precautions]
Liver Injury [see Warnings and Precautions]
Fetal Risk [see Warnings and Precautions]
Increased Blood Pressure [see Warnings and Precautions]
Respiratory Effects [see Warnings and Precautions]
Macular Edema [see Warnings and Precautions]
Posterior Reversible Encephalopathy Syndrome [see Warnings and Precautions]
Unintended Additive Immunosuppressive Effects from Prior Treatment with Immunosuppressive or ImmuneModulating Drugs [see Warnings and Precautions]
Severe Increase in Multiple Sclerosis Disability after Stopping ZEPOSIA [see Warnings and Precautions]
Immune System Effects after Stopping ZEPOSIA [see Warnings and Precautions]

Clinical Trials Experience
Because clinical trials are conducted under widely varying conditions, adverse reaction rates observed in the clinical
trials of a drug cannot be directly compared to rates in the clinical trials of another drug and may not reflect the rates
observed in clinical practice.
Common Adverse Reactions
Multiple Sclerosis
The safety of ZEPOSIA was evaluated in two randomized, double-blind, active comparator-controlled clinical studies in
which 882 patients received ZEPOSIA 0.92 mg [see Clinical Studies (14.1) in full Prescribing Information].
Table 2 lists adverse reactions that occurred in at least 2% of ZEPOSIA-treated patients and greater than comparator. The
most common adverse reactions that occurred in at least 4% of ZEPOSIA-treated patients and greater than in patients
who received IFN beta-1a were upper respiratory infection, hepatic transaminase elevation, orthostatic hypotension,
urinary tract infection, back pain, and hypertension.

Malignancies, such as melanoma, basal cell carcinoma, breast cancer, seminoma, cervical carcinoma, and
adenocarcinomas, including rectal adenocarcinoma, were reported with ZEPOSIA in controlled trials of MS. An increased
risk of cutaneous malignancies has been reported with another S1P receptor modulator.
Hypersensitivity
Hypersensitivity, including rash and urticaria, has been reported with ZEPOSIA in active-controlled MS clinical trials.
DRUG INTERACTIONS
Tables 3 and 4 include drugs with clinically important drug, tyramine, and vaccine interactions when administered
concomitantly with ZEPOSIA and instructions for preventing or managing them.
Table 3:

Clinically Relevant Interactions Affecting Drugs, Tyramine, and Vaccines Co-administered
with ZEPOSIA

Anti-Neoplastic, Immune-Modulating, or Non-Corticosteroid Immunosuppressive Therapies
Clinical Impact:

ZEPOSIA has not been studied in combination with anti-neoplastic, immune-modulating, or
non-corticosteroid immunosuppressive therapies with the exception of cyclosporine, which had no
pharmacokinetic interaction [see Clinical Pharmacology (12.3) in full Prescribing Information].

Prevention or
Management:

Caution should be used during concomitant administration because of the risk of additive
immune effects during such therapy and in the weeks following administration [see Warnings
and Precautions].
When switching from drugs with prolonged immune effects, the half-life and mode of action of
these drugs must be considered in order to avoid unintended additive immunosuppressive effects
[see Warnings and Precautions].
Alemtuzumab: Initiating treatment with ZEPOSIA after alemtuzumab is not recommended because
of the characteristics and duration of alemtuzumab immune suppressive effects.
Beta interferon or glatiramer acetate: ZEPOSIA can generally be started immediately after
discontinuation of beta interferon or glatiramer acetate.

Anti-Arrhythmic Drugs, QT Prolonging Drugs, Drugs That May Decrease Heart Rate
Clinical Impact:

ZEPOSIA has not been studied in patients taking QT prolonging drugs.
Class Ia (e.g., quinidine, procainamide) and Class III (e.g., amiodarone, sotalol) anti-arrhythmic
drugs have been associated with cases of Torsades de Pointes in patients with bradycardia.

Prevention or
Management:

If treatment with ZEPOSIA is considered in patients on Class Ia or Class III anti-arrhythmic drugs,
advice from a cardiologist should be sought [see Warnings and Precautions].
Because of the potential additive effects on heart rate, treatment with ZEPOSIA should generally
not be initiated in patients who are concurrently treated with QT prolonging drugs with known
arrhythmogenic properties [see Warnings and Precautions].
If treatment initiation with ZEPOSIA is considered in patients on QT prolonging drugs, advice from
a cardiologist should be sought.

Adrenergic and Serotonergic Drugs

Clinical Impact:

Because an active metabolite of ozanimod inhibits MAO-B in vitro, there is a potential for serious
adverse reactions, including hypertensive crisis with co-administration of ZEPOSIA with drugs or
over-the-counter medications that can increase norepinephrine or serotonin [e.g., opioid drugs,
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), selective norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors
(SNRIs), tricyclics, tyramine].
Opioid Drugs
Serious, sometimes fatal reactions have been precipitated with concomitant use of opioid drugs
(e.g., meperidine and its derivatives, methadone, or tramadol) and MAOIs, including selective
MAO-B inhibitors. Although a small number of patients treated with ZEPOSIA were concomitantly
exposed to opioids, this exposure was not adequate to rule out the possibility of an adverse
reaction from co-administration.
Serotonergic Drugs
Although a small number of patients treated with ZEPOSIA were concomitantly exposed to
serotonergic medications, this exposure was not adequate to rule out the possibility of an adverse
reaction from co-administration.
Sympathomimetic Medications
Concomitant use of ZEPOSIA with pseudoephedrine did not potentiate the effects on blood
pressure [see Clinical Pharmacology (12.2) in full Prescribing Information]. However, hypertensive
crisis has occurred with administration of ZEPOSIA alone [see Warnings and Precautions] and
hypertensive crisis has been reported with co-administration of other selective and nonselective
MAO inhibitors (e.g., rasagiline) with sympathomimetic medications.
(Continued)

Table 3:
(Continued)
Prevention or
Management:

Clinically Relevant Interactions Affecting Drugs, Tyramine, and Vaccines Co-administered with
ZEPOSIA (ozanimod)
Co-administration of ZEPOSIA with drugs or over-the-counter medications that can increase
norepinephrine or serotonin (e.g., opioid drugs, SSRIs, SNRIs, tricyclics, tyramine) is not
recommended. Monitor patients for hypertension with concomitant use.

Combination Beta Blocker and Calcium Channel Blocker
Clinical Impact:

The co-administration of ZEPOSIA with both a beta blocker and a calcium channel blocker has not
been studied. However, there is a potential of additive effects on heart rate.

Prevention or
Management:

Treatment with ZEPOSIA should generally not be initiated in patients who are concurrently treated
with both a heart rate lowering calcium channel blocker (e.g., verapamil, diltiazem) and beta
blocker [see Warnings and Precautions]. If treatment initiation with ZEPOSIA is considered in
patients on both a heart rate lowering calcium channel blocker and beta blocker, advice from a
cardiologist should be sought.

Tyramine

Females and Males of Reproductive Potential
Contraception
Before initiation of ZEPOSIA (ozanimod) treatment, women of childbearing potential should be counseled on the potential
for a serious risk to the fetus and the need for contraception during treatment with ZEPOSIA [see Use in Specific
Populations]. Because of the time it takes to eliminate the drug from the body after stopping treatment, the potential
risk to the fetus may persist and women of childbearing age should also use effective contraception for 3 months after
stopping ZEPOSIA.
Pediatric Use
Safety and effectiveness in pediatric patients have not been established.
Geriatric Use
Clinical studies of ZEPOSIA did not include sufficient numbers of subjects aged 65 and over to determine whether they
respond differently from younger subjects. No clinically significant differences in the pharmacokinetics of ozanimod
and CC112273 were observed based on age [see Clinical Pharmacology (12.3) in full Prescribing Information]. Monitor
elderly patients for cardiac and hepatic adverse reactions, because of the greater frequency of reduced cardiac and
hepatic function in the elderly population.

Clinical Impact:

MAO in the gastrointestinal tract and liver (primarily type A) provides protection from exogenous
amines (e.g., tyramine). If tyramine were absorbed intact, it could lead to severe hypertension,
including hypertensive crisis. Aged, fermented, cured, smoked, and pickled foods containing
large amounts of exogenous amines (e.g., aged cheese, pickled herring) may cause release of
norepinephrine resulting in a rise in blood pressure (tyramine reaction).

Hepatic Impairment
The effect of hepatic impairment on the pharmacokinetics of the ozanimod major active metabolites is unknown
[see Clinical Pharmacology (12.3) in full Prescribing Information]. Use of ZEPOSIA in patients with hepatic impairment
is not recommended.

Prevention or
Management:

Patients should be advised to avoid foods containing a large amount of tyramine while taking
recommended doses of ZEPOSIA [see Warnings and Precautions].

NONCLINICAL TOXICOLOGY

Clinical Impact:

During, and for up to three months after, discontinuation of treatment with ZEPOSIA, vaccinations
may be less effective. The use of live attenuated vaccines may carry the risk of infection.

Oral administration of ozanimod (0, 8, 25, or 80 mg/kg/day) to Tg.rasH2 mice for 26-weeks resulted in an increase in
hemangioma and hemangiosarcoma (combined) in males and females at the mid and high doses tested.

Prevention or
Management:

Live attenuated vaccines should be avoided during ZEPOSIA treatment and for up to 3 months
after discontinuation of treatment with ZEPOSIA [see Warnings and Precautions].

Oral administration of ozanimod (0, 0.2, 0.7, or 2 mg/kg/day) to rats for 2 years resulted in no increase in tumors. At the
highest dose tested (2 mg/kg/day), plasma exposure (AUC) for ozanimod was approximately 100 times that in humans
at the maximum recommended human dose (MRHD) of 0.92 mg/day. Plasma AUCs for major human metabolites,
CC112273 and CC1084037, were similar to and less than, respectively, those in humans at the MRHD.

Vaccination

Table 4:

Clinically Relevant Interactions Affecting ZEPOSIA When Co-administered with Other Drugs

Monoamine Oxidase (MAO) Inhibitors

Clinical Impact:

Co-administration of ZEPOSIA with MAO-B inhibitors may decrease exposure of the active
metabolites of ozanimod. In addition, metabolites of ozanimod may inhibit MAO [see Clinical
Pharmacology (12.3) in full Prescribing Information]. The potential for a clinical interaction with
MAO inhibitors has not been studied; however, the increased risk of nonselective MAO inhibition
may lead to a hypertensive crisis.

Prevention or
Management:

Co-administration of ZEPOSIA with MAO inhibitors (e.g., selegiline, phenelzine, linezolid) is
contraindicated. At least 14 days should elapse between discontinuation of ZEPOSIA and initiation
of treatment with MAO inhibitors.

Strong CYP2C8 Inhibitors
Clinical Impact:

Co-administration of ZEPOSIA with strong CYP2C8 inhibitors increases the exposure of the active
metabolites of ozanimod [see Clinical Pharmacology (12.3) in full Prescribing Information], which
may increase the risk of ZEPOSIA adverse reactions.

Prevention or
Management:

Co-administration of ZEPOSIA with strong CYP2C8 inhibitors (e.g., gemfibrozil) is not
recommended.

Strong CYP2C8 Inducers
Clinical Impact:

Co-administration of ZEPOSIA with strong CYP2C8 inducers (e.g., rifampin) reduces the exposure
of the major active metabolites of ozanimod [see Clinical Pharmacology (12.3) in full Prescribing
Information], which may decrease the efficacy of ZEPOSIA.

Prevention or
Management:

Co-administration of ZEPOSIA with strong CYP2C8 inducers should be avoided.

USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS
Pregnancy
Risk Summary
There are no adequate data on the developmental risk associated with the use of ZEPOSIA in pregnant women.
In animal studies, administration of ozanimod during pregnancy produced adverse effects on development, including
embryolethality, an increase in fetal malformations, and neurobehavioral changes, in the absence of maternal toxicity.
In rabbits, fetal blood vessel malformations occurred at clinically relevant maternal ozanimod and metabolite exposures
(see Data). The receptor affected by ozanimod (sphingosine1-phosphate) has been demonstrated to have an important
role in embryogenesis, including vascular and neural development.
In the U.S. general population, the estimated background risk of major birth defects and miscarriage in clinically
recognized pregnancies is 2% to 4% and 15% to 20%, respectively. The background risk of major birth defects and
miscarriage for the indicated population is unknown.
Data
Animal Data
Oral administration of ozanimod (0, 0.2, 1, or 5 mg/kg/day) to female rats during organogenesis resulted in a marked
increase in embryofetal mortality, increased fetal malformations and skeletal variations (abnormal/delayed ossification),
and reduced fetal body weight at the highest dose tested. No maternal toxicity was observed. At the no-effect dose
(1 mg/kg/day) for adverse effects on embryofetal development, plasma ozanimod exposure (AUC) for ozanimod was
approximately 60 times that in humans at the maximum recommended human dose (MRHD) of 0.92 mg/day. Plasma
AUCs for major human metabolites, CC112273 and CC1084037, were similar to and less than, respectively, those in
humans at the MRHD.
Oral administration of ozanimod (0, 0.2, 0.6, or 2.0 mg/kg/day) to female rabbits during organogenesis resulted in a
marked increase in embryofetal mortality at the highest dose tested and increased fetal malformations (malformed
blood vessels) and skeletal variations at the mid and high doses. Maternal toxicity was not observed. At the no-effect
dose (0.2 mg/kg/day) for adverse effects on embryofetal development in rabbit, plasma ozanimod exposure (AUC)
was approximately 2 times that in humans at the MRHD; plasma AUCs for major human metabolites, CC112273 and
CC1084037, were less than those in humans at the MRHD.
Oral administration of ozanimod (0, 0.2, 0.7, or 2 mg/kg/day) to female rats throughout gestation and lactation resulted
in persistent body weight reductions and long-term effects on reproductive (prolonged estrus cycle) and neurobehavioral
(increased motor activity) function in offspring at the highest dose tested, which was not associated with maternal
toxicity. At the no-effect dose (0.7 mg/kg/day) for adverse effects on pre- and postnatal development, plasma ozanimod
exposure (AUC) was 30 times that in humans at the MRHD; plasma AUCs for major human metabolites, CC112273 and
CC1084037, were less than those in humans at the MRHD.
Lactation
Risk Summary
There are no data on the presence of ozanimod in human milk, the effects on the breastfed infant, or the effects of the
drug on milk production. Following oral administration of ozanimod, ozanimod and/or metabolites were detected in the
milk of lactating rat at levels higher than those in maternal plasma.
The developmental and health benefits of breastfeeding should be considered along with the mother’s clinical
need for ZEPOSIA and any potential adverse effects on the breastfed infant from ZEPOSIA or from the underlying
maternal condition.

Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility
Carcinogenesis

Mutagenesis
Ozanimod was negative in a battery of in vitro (Ames, mouse lymphoma tk) and in vivo (rat micronucleus) assays.
Metabolite CC112273 was negative in in vitro (Ames, chromosomal aberration in mammalian cell) assays. Metabolite
CC1084037 was negative in an Ames assay, and positive in an in vitro chromosomal aberration assay in human (TK6)
cells but negative in an in vivo rat micronucleus/comet assay.
Impairment of Fertility
Oral administration of ozanimod (0, 0.2, 2, or 30 mg/kg/day) to male and female rats prior to and during mating and
continuing through gestation day 7 resulted in no adverse effects on fertility. At the highest dose tested (30 mg/kg/day),
plasma ozanimod exposure (AUC) was approximately 1600 times that in humans at the maximum recommended human
dose (MRHD) (0.92 mg/day); plasma AUCs for metabolites, CC112273 and CC1084037, at 30 mg/kg/day were 13 and
3 times, respectively, those in humans at the MRHD.
PATIENT COUNSELING INFORMATION
Advise the patient to read the FDA-approved patient labeling (Medication Guide).
Risk of Infections
Inform patients that they may be more likely to get infections, some of which could be life-threatening, when taking
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Use of Nanoparticles to Combat
Neurodegenerative Disease
By Jennifer S. Sun, PhD

NEUROLOGICAL DISORDERS, including neurodegenerative

diseases1, present significant social and economic implications for the millions of people affected worldwide,2,3 with the
expectation for increased incidences over the next 30 years.4
Neurodegenerative diseases are characterized by progressive
neuronal death in the central (CNS) and peripheral (PNS) nervous
systems, which leads to disabling impairments of motor and
cognitive functions.2,3 Neurodegenerative diseases can be triggered
by neurotoxic events that result in dysregulated energy metabolism, extensive neuronal loss, synaptic abnormalities, and aberrant
protein accumulation.2,3,5,6
Neurodegenerative disease therapeutics necessitate optimal
pharmacokinetic distribution of drugs through the CNS, with
minimal systemic adverse effects (eg, motor complications).2,7
Because of the complex pathophysiology of neurodegenerative diseases, targeted pharmacological approaches are lacking.2
Many neurodegenerative diseases share hallmarks of energy depletion, mitochondrial dysfunction, and metabolic stress prior to
clinical symptom onset.7 Neuroinflammation due to microglial and axoglial activation and the secretion of pro-inflammatory mediators3,8 is also a common feature of neurodegenerative
diseases; thus, neuroinflammation could be a novel target for therapeutic intervention.6,8 Moreover, available neurodegenerative
disease treatments are generally unsafe and ineffective at penetrating the blood-brain barrier (BBB), and provide only symptomatic relief2,3,5,9,10; here, the use of nanoparticles (NPs) can provide
improved BBB penetration and exert a neuroprotective effect.3
NPs are very small (1-1000 nm) particles composed of organic
(ie, lipids, nanoemulsions and polymers) or inorganic (ie, Au, gold;
TiO2, titanium dioxide; IO, iron oxide; and other metals) materials, proteins, and polysaccharides.3,9 NP systems are beneficial for several reasons (FIGURE): NPs destroy inflammatory molecules without adverse effects to normal cells6,9; metal NPs catalyze
reduction-oxidation (redox) reactions to combat cellular oxidative stress11,12; NPs shield drugs to overcome the lipophilic requirement to pass the BBB2,9; NPs improve drug stability and change
the drug-releasing pattern, thereby increasing bioavailability
and decreasing the required therapeutic dose2,3,9; NPs are modifiable for cell-specific and selective targeting (eg, brain-targeting)
purposes2; and NPs can be tailored to the disease and patients’
needs.5,7 Yet, despite the potent neuroprotection and anti-inflammatory effects of NPs, some NPs have been associated with
damaging neurotoxicity and pro-inflammatory responses.2,3
NP design affects compatibility with subsequent applications.2 NP shape contributes to biological functions such as drug
delivery, half-life, endothelial intake, and targeting ability.2,3 Small
NPs provide faster drug release because of their large surfaceto-volume ratio,3 whereas large NPs provide slower drug release
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FIGURE. NPs, whether independently or in conjunction with pharmacological
drugs, can improve BBB penetration and exert a neuroprotective effect
to mitigate neurodegenerative disease symptoms and potentially reverse
disease progression.
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BBB, blood-brain barrier; NP, nanoparticle.

because of faster polymer degradation.3 NP surface charge and
hydrophobicity influence NP biodistribution, circulation time, and
toxicity.2,3 Positively charged NPs enhance imaging, gene transfer,
and drug delivery, but exhibit higher cytotoxicity.3
Because of their biocompatibility and tunable size, gold NPs
(AuNPs) are ideal candidates for delivering large amounts of antibiotics.2 The shape, size, and surface properties of AuNPs modulate their interactions with cells.11 When AuNPs self-assemble,
functional groups are exposed on the surface, significantly
enhancing the activity of the functional groups themselves.2,7,13
In particular, surface-bound oxygen catalyzes the oxidation reaction of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) to the critical energetic cofactor, NAD+.6,12 NADH oxidation drives cellular
respiratory and metabolic processes that power the myelination
process.6,7 Thus, AuNPs can support remyelinating therapy to
restore functions that were affected by neurodegenerative disease
activity, thereby improving patients’ quality of life and potentially
reversing disease progression.7 AuNPs can also transform drug
delivery to benefit neural cell amplification; for instance, AuNPs
have improved cognitive and antioxidant function in models for
Alzheimer disease.2 AuNPs paired with stem cell therapy further
improve cell-specific targeting and the promotion of self-renewal,
proliferation, and differentiation of endogenous and exogenous
neural stem cells.9
CNM-Au8 (Clene Nanomedicine Inc) is an oral AuNP suspension which leverages NAD+ and NADH to drive redox reactions,
protecting cells from reactive oxygen species while improving
myelin production.7,14 CNM-Au8 is designed to help brain cells
boost their energy reserves and increase stress resistance.7,15 As
the mechanism of action of CNM-Au8 is not limited to a single
NeurologyLive.com
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protein target or cell type, CNM-Au8 is a potentially wide-ranging
neurotherapeutic that can rescue neurodegenerative disease-impaired cellular bioenergetics.7 Au@PEG3SA, another AuNP, was
recently synthesized using a novel layer-by-layer self-assembly
approach that resulted in a highly efficient surface-functionalized
AuNP with improved kinetics in vivo.13
CNM-Au8 has been in clinical trials for neurodegenerative diseases including multiple sclerosis (MS) and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS).10,16,17 Among these, VISIONMS-LTE
(NCT0462692116) is an open-label, long-term extension study
available to participants who completed VISIONARY-MS
(NCT0353655917), a randomized, double-blind, parallel group,
placebo-controlled study for the treatment of visual pathway
defects in patients with stable relapsing multiple sclerosis (RMS),
though this was terminated because of COVID-19 changes.16,17
VISIONMS-LTE participants received a daily dose of 30 mg
CNM-Au8, with subsequent adjustments to individual dosage
based upon outcomes from VISIONARY-MS.16 The primary end
point is to assess the efficacy and safety of CNM-Au8 as a remyelinating therapy in RMS.16,17 Results are expected in late 2024.16
RESCUE-ALS (NCT0409840618), a multicenter, randomized,
double-blind, parallel group, placebo-controlled study, assessed
the efficacy, safety, pharmacokinetics, and pharmacodynamics of
CNM-Au8 in patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS).10
RESCUE-ALS used electromyography to monitor motor neuron
loss (motor unit number index), lung health (forced vital capacity),
and reinnervation (motor unit size index).10,18 Despite failing
these primary and secondary goals, CNM-Au8 showed promise in
slowing disease progression and benefiting long-term survival.14
In July 2022, CNM-Au8 received orphan drug designation for the
treatment of ALS from the European Medicines Agency Committee
for Orphan Medicinal Products.19 CNM-Au8 remains under
investigation in the multiregimen HEALEY ALS Platform trial
(NCT0429768320), a perpetual multicenter clinical trial evaluating
the safety and efficacy of investigational products, administered
simultaneously or sequentially, for ALS.14,20 Results are expected in
late 2022.14,20
Effective therapies are critical for neurodegenerative disease
treatment and prevention.9 NPs could transform the management of neurodegenerative diseases by stimulating physiological
responses with minimal adverse effects.5 As neurodegenerative
disease mechanisms are complex and multifaceted, combinatorial therapeutics could be more effective.3 In this regard, AuNPs are
highly compatible with pharmacological drugs, such that AuNPs
can decrease the drugs’ harmful effects, increase their beneficial
effects, and prolong their efficacy.2
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CLINICAL VIEWPOINT PATIENT ADVOCACY

Addressing Stigma Improves
Care in Chronic Pediatric
Neurological Conditions
The Child Neurology Foundation is using community outreach and a new social services network
to help children with neurological conditions feel included in contemporary society.

Executive Director and CEO,
Child Neurology Foundation
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By Matt Hoffman and Marco Meglio

NEGATIVE STIGMAS ASSOCIATED with neurological

diseases can affect an individual’s quality of life and
their willingness to accept their condition, especially
children. Clinicians typically encourage patients to at
least acknowledge their condition, as failure to do so
can incur additional risks and self-harm.
Stigmas, both enacted and internalized, have
been found to increase psychological distress, lower
self-esteem, and affect social engagement, thus
lowering quality of life. For years, organizations
such as the Child Neurology Foundation (CNF) have
been dedicated to creating a safe space for children
with neurological conditions and their families by
providing services and helping guide them through
questions they may have.
In terms of eliminating these stigmas, Amy E. Brin,
MSN, MA, PCNS-BC, executive director and CEO of
CNF, believes that the community has made progress but there is more work to be done. Although it
might not be visible to everyone, 20% children in the

US has a neurological condition. Not acknowledging
the condition can lead to negative consequences,
including increased social isolation, she said.
In an interview with NeurologyLive®, Brin provided
an overview of a few of the initiatives CNF has developed and their unique way of reaching families at
home to solve day-to-day challenges they may face.
Additionally, she offered insight on the ongoing
efforts to eliminate stigmas among children with
neurological conditions, the negative impacts of
concealing conditions, and the need to build support
systems dedicated to helping these individuals.

Q:

	What steps need to be taken to
overturn stigma and create the
change that the Child Neurology
Foundation and others are seeking?

I’m a person who believes the glass is always half
full, so I would say that progress has been made. But
there’s always more work to be done, especially when
NeurologyLive.com
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AMY E. BRIN, MSN,
MA, PCNS-BC
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we’re talking about children living with neurologic conditions. In
the United States, that’s 1 in 5 children—way more than people, I
think, would assume. [Many of those] conditions aren’t visible externally, and so there’s a sort of thought that when your child gets diagnosed, you think, “I’m the only one in the school or the church or
my community [whose child has a neurologic condition].” But, as
statistics have shown, many more families are affected than people
would assume. That’s not talked about. It perpetuates the stigma
that there’s something wrong or bad that’s happening with the child,
when that’s absolutely not the situation.
In terms of steps that can be taken, we at the Child Neurology
Foundation love to be a part of any growing awareness about children living with neurologic conditions. That could be primary conditions or it could be secondary conditions. We know, especially in the
rare disease space, because of [the National Institute of Neurological
Disorders and Stroke] and how they’ve quantified that 90% of rare
diseases have a neurologic component that starts in childhood, that
there are [many] more families affected than we would assume.
Again, just growing awareness by talking about it helps combat isolation. When we do our needs assessment and data gathering within
the US, that’s always one of the top things that we hear from families—they feel so alone in this journey. It’s not a journey that they
set out on or sought to be a part of, and the more we talk about it,
not only can we bring awareness and help them access appropriate
social support services, but we’re attacking the feeling of isolation,
which affects health outcomes as well.

Q:

	What are some of the risks associated with
not publicly acknowledging or, at least fully
acknowledging, these conditions?

One of the largest is the feeling of isolation. There’s growing evidence
that a sense of social isolation is now a predetermination for early
death, up there with diabetes and cardiovascular issues. This is not,
“Oh, they’re just feeling lonely.” This really affects the total picture
of someone’s health. When we’re talking about children living with
neurologic conditions, we aren’t just talking about the child. We’re
talking about the whole family system that’s affected by that condition. It’s definitely something that should be top of mind and
encouraged for physicians to talk about. [Families] aren’t alone in
this. This isn’t a diagnosis or a medical condition where we’re just
talking about treatments. It also is about how it affects the entire life
of the child, the family, and the social network that they’re a part of.
The other big thing is access, especially in our pediatric population. Getting the appropriate diagnosis leads—we hope—to
the appropriate treatment options. But it also can open doors for
access in terms of other therapies and services that would improve
the child’s overall quality of life. Not talking about it inhibits additional resource navigation that the clinical team, as well as the
family, can pursue to improve that overall quality of life.

Q:

	What role does social services have here? How
can they meet in the middle to bridge the gap?

At the Child Neurology Foundation, we just launched an initiative to
approach exactly what you’re talking about. It’s called the Neurology
NeurologyLive.com

Social Services Network. Let me give you a little bit of background. In
2018, the foundation received a PCORI [Patient-Centered Outcomes
Research Institute] grant to study peer support within the neurology
sector. How can we connect families to other families that are
walking a similar journey? That was based on the overwhelming
needs we were hearing for emotional support. We often hear, “How
do I talk about this? It’s affecting my marriage and now we’re down to
1 income because of the care needs.” We have a lot of data on other
disease states, such as obstetrics with Lamaze and mental health
with Alcoholics Anonymous, that show the significance of peer-topeer intervention. We’ve been doing this, and we track the data.

[Families] feel so alone in this
journey. It’s not a journey that they
set out on or sought to be a part
of, and the more we talk about it...
we’re attacking the feeling
of isolation. ”
– AMY E. BRIN, MSN, MA, PCNS-BC
During the COVID-19 pandemic, we saw the growing need for not
just emotional support but also community-based resource navigation, particularly transportation and financial resources. We thought,
“OK, there have to be people smarter than us who invested in technology that could help us provide the sort of resource navigation.”
And we discovered this great platform called Unite Us. We have partnered with Unite Us to build a new national technological platform,
a kind of referral system. Let’s say I’m a child neurologist, and I have
a newly diagnosed family that needs to connect to start learning
about the disease and living with the disease. They can refer into our
peer support program, and then our peer support specialists will
listen to the family’s needs. For example, say it’s a mom in Topeka,
Kansas, who is having food scarcity issues and needs help working
with the local Medicaid office. Utilizing this Unite Us platform, we
connect them directly to very specific community-based services
to help and further their whole plan of care. We’re really aiming at
quality of care because if families aren’t able to eat, their ability to
make sure that their child’s medications are being refilled is affected.
It’s a Maslow’s hierarchy of needs conversation.
The need for social support services is tremendous in this community. Our national needs assessment in 2021 showed that typically it’s not just 1 child in a family affected by a neurologic condition; often multiple children are. Out of pocket, a mean of $15,000 is
being spent to care and meet for either underinsured, or not insured,
services. These families are combating a lot of obstacles in order
to navigate this journey, and we want to make sure that they’re as
supported as possible.
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Advocacy and
Empowerment:

Finding Your Advocacy Community

IS THERE AN AREA OF MEDICINE that concerns you?

PARNEET GREWAL,
MBBS
Assistant Professor of
Neurology, Medical University
of South Carolina

ANINDITA DEB, MD
Associate Professor of Neurology,
UMass Chan Medical School
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Are you worried about the continued rise in prescription drug prices or the increasing need for preauthorizations or the rise in insurance denials? Are the
growing administrative requirements from the federal
government, insurers, and institutions a burden? Do
you wish for changes to telemedicine reimbursement
or health care disparities?1 In the current environment of rapid health care transformations and growing
influence of politics over medicine, physicians have an
obligation to be health care advocates, lobby for health
equity, and help change government policies.
Health advocacy is defined as purposeful actions to
address determinants of health that negatively affect
individuals or communities either by informing those
who can enact change or by initiating, mobilizing,
and organizing activities to make change happen,
with or on behalf of the individuals or communities
they work with.2 This includes working at the community, state, and federal levels; establishing strong,
longitudinal community partnerships; influencing
health policy; and creating new programs.2 Advocacy
is an essential domain of professionalism as defined
by numerous physician standards. Nonetheless,
advocacy training historically has been an underappreciated and underutilized component of medical
training. Establish your advocacy community so that
you can share tools for successful advocacy and energize and prioritize your advocacy issues.
The Palatucci Advocacy Leadership Forum (PALF),
sponsored by the American Academy of Neurology

(AAN), gives neurologists and trainees tools to
successfully advocate for their ideas and develop their
identity as physician advocates.1 We were selected to
attend PALF first as advocates and then as advisers
and faculty (Dr Deb). Our advocacy issues included
developing a culture of well-being at an institutional
level, creating a resident neuro-palliative care education curricula, and raising awareness about gender
disparities in academic productivity and promotion at neurology institutions. PALF taught us about
effective action plans with achievable goals, grassroots and legislative advocacy, and on-camera media
training. This exceptional leadership program gives
participants the opportunity to develop advocacy and
communication skills, enhance professional development through networking, work on career planning, and find opportunities to get involved in advocacy work on a regional and national level. For both
of us, this was our first formal exposure to advocacy,
and the program changed our lives. Apart from advocacy and networking, we learned about relationships,
self-reflection, communication, and conflict management. We also developed a greater understanding of
health equity. Most importantly, we made lifelong
friendships and formed a close-knit community with
colleagues who are as passionate about advocating
for neurological issues as we are.
Many clinicians are hesitant to pursue advocacy as a route to promote change even if they have
important ideas. They may be unfamiliar with tools
and resources or they may lack the time, training,
NeurologyLive.com
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Neurology on the Hill 2022
or mentoring to pursue their idea. Others
feel distant from policy and policy makers.
Most legislatures have open houses and
legislators are very interested in hearing
from their constituents. There are multiple
avenues of communication that can be
utilized for advocacy, including texting,
social media such as Twitter or Facebook,
mailing lists and alerts, and phone calls.
It’s also possible to attend a hearing and
testify. Additionally, most professional organizations, including AAN, have an annual
meeting in Washington, DC, where physician members can meet with their state
legislators. PALF has shown us that advocacy has to begin with the individual.
Neurologists in all stages of their careers,
from diverse backgrounds and practice
settings, and with a variety of experiences
can create change that has lasting influence
on their peers and patients.
Advocacy is empowering. Empowerment,
a concept embodied by the 1960s philosophy of Brazilian educator Paulo Freire, is
a process that enhances personal control.3
Through collaborations with state medical
and neurological associations, there are
opportunities to work with dedicated and
caring physicians who advocate tirelessly
to legislators and regulators on behalf
of patients and colleagues nationwide.
Additionally, these skills can be applied to

self-advocacy and peer advocacy in terms
of career development and achieving
professional goals. The abilities that you
develop to tackle issues during advocacy
work can be applied to many different
aspects of your life.
We strongly urge our colleagues to give
voice to our vocation locally, statewide, and
nationally. We have all heard physicians who
practiced medicine in the past talk fondly
about the simplicity and the joy medicine
brought them. It is time to share our unique
insights and lobby for legislative changes
for our profession and patients. Both big
and small interactions with Congress,
federal government agencies, state legislative and regulatory bodies, private insurers,
and other policy-making groups can have
important impacts and in turn influence
professional well-being.
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ROLE OF MULTIDISCIPLINARY MANAGEMENT IN NMOSD
Mirla Avila, MD; Mitzi Williams, MD; Michael Levy, MD, PhD; and Michael Yeaman, PhD, review the
role of a multidisciplinary team and gaps in the chain of care in the management of neuromyelitis
optica spectrum disorder (NMOSD) in this NeurologyLive® Peer Exchange episode.
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The American Academy of Neurology (AAN) hosted its annual
Neurology on the Hill conference event in Washington, DC,
in May to advocate for necessary policy changes to help
advance care. To find out more about this year’s turnout and
the issues being advocated for, NeurologyLive® reached
out to David Evans, MBA, chair of the American Academy of
Neurology Health Policy Subcommittee.

were the main focuses of
Q:What
Neurology on the Hill this year?

DAVID EVANS, MBA: Our initial ask was focused on
decreasing the barriers to care that are essential to ensure
patients receive appropriate care in a timely manner. This
ask was composed of 2 bills, with the first being The
Improving Seniors’ Timely Access to Care Act of 2021 (S
3018/HR 3173), which would streamline the prior authorization process in Medicare Advantage and increase transparency by establishing an electronic prior authorization
program, and include a list of services that should be done
through real-time adjudication by the payer. It will also
standardize the process for services that are routinely
approved, and ensure decisions are made by qualified
medical personnel. The second is The Safe Step Act (S
464/HR 2163), which implements a clear step therapy
exception to complement comparable state bills with
limited reach. These state bills have been very effective
to ensure patients are not being forced to change medications that have shown to be effective, only because they
had a change in job or insurance. This federal bill expands
the reach of the state bills by expanding it to include
employer-sponsored plans.
Our second ask was to extend the telehealth flexibilities that were widely adopted during the Public Health
Emergency and were essential to ensure continued access
to health care, especially for those that had compromised
immune systems and limited mobility. There are several
bills floating around, but we are supporting the Telehealth
Extension and Evaluation Act (S 3599/HR 7573). This act
extends the current telehealth flexibilities for at least 2
years after the expiration of the Public Health Emergency,
which provides additional time to gather data to better
study this issue and enact an evidence-based approach to
permanent reforms.
The last ask was to increase the neurology workforce by expanding graduate medical education through
the Resident Physician Shortage Reduction Act of 2021
and by reauthorizing and strengthening the Conrad 30
program. Both bills will help in addressing the current
and projected workforce issues encountered by patients
needing care from a neurologist.

Q:

How can neurologists who could not make
the trip advocate for patients?

Neurologists may apply to attend Neurology on the Hill in
the future. There are opportunities for Neurology Off the
Hill, where the AAN will help to facilitate a visit with your
representative(s). Read the AAN’s Capitol Hill Report and
look for AAN emails on timely issues of importance, which
will route you to a site with a prepared letter that can be
done quickly and sent to your representatives in seconds.
We can all do our part to affect change.
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Neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorder
(NMOSD) vs multiple sclerosis (MS)

COULD IT BE NMOSD?
NMOSD is often initially misdiagnosed
as MS.1 An accurate diagnosis and
proper disease management could
mean all the difference.1,2
NMOSD AND MS DIFFER IN IMPORTANT AREAS
Demographic

Attack-dependent
disability and recovery

Pathophysiology

MS impacts Caucasian patients at
a higher rate than other ethnicities,
and its female to male ratio is 2:1.3,4
NMOSD is more common in patients
of African and Asian ancestry, and its
female to male ratio is 5:1.3,5

Disability in MS is largely
independent of relapses, but
in NMOSD, attacks result in
cumulative disability, and
patients are less likely to
return to baseline.6,7

Unlike MS, damage in
NMOSD is complement
mediated and primarily
targets astrocytes.6,8
MS primarily targets
oligodendrocytes and myelin.8

COMPARING NMOSD AND MS SYMPTOMS
Disease impact
Vision loss
Blindness
Spasms
Limb weakness
Sensation loss
Paralysis
Loss of bowel/bladder function
Hiccups*
Nausea*
Vomiting*
*Impact due to lesions in the area postrema.

NMOSD9-12

MS13

42.5% of patients with NMOSD (31/73) were initially misdiagnosed with MS according to
available data in a retrospective study.1†

The wrong diagnosis of MS became less common after aquaporin-4 immunoglobulin G (AQP4-IgG)
testing became commercially available in 2005 (20% vs 54.2% before 2005; P<0.007).1

AN AQP4-IgG ANTIBODY TEST IS RECOMMENDED FOR DIAGNOSING NMOSD14,15
AQP4-IgG antibodies are present in ~73% of NMOSD cases but are not present in MS.16 Conducting a full
diagnostic workup, including proper antibody testing with a cell-based assay (CBA), is key to confirming NMOSD and
distinguishing it from other autoimmune diseases.14

CBA is preferred over ELISA15

DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA FOR PATIENTS WITH AQP4-IgG+ NMOSD
1

At least 1 core clinical characteristic15:
•
•
•
•
•

Optic neuritis
Acute myelitis
Area postrema syndrome
Acute brainstem syndrome
Symptomatic narcolepsy or acute diencephalic clinical syndrome with NMOSD-typical
diencephalic MRI lesions
• Symptomatic cerebral syndrome with NMOSD-typical brain lesions
2

Positive test for AQP4-IgG antibodies15

3

Exclusion of alternative diagnoses, such as MS, sarcoidosis, or neoplasm15

Learn more about the differences and
diagnostic process at NMOSD.com

Abbreviations: ELISA, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.
Retrospective study based on the German Neuromyelitis Optica Study Group (NEMOS) registry of 175 patients with NMOSD and known anti-AQP4 antibody status; an
expert panel of NEMOS members reviewed all cases from August 2009 to August 2011.1

†
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CLINICAL TRIAL FOCUS MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS

Can Patient-Reported Outcomes Improve
Multiple Sclerosis DMT Selection?
By leveraging digital technologies, the single-arm ARTIOS study will provide unique and comprehensive
data that may enrich treatment outcomes for patients with relapsing multiple sclerosis.
By Marco Meglio

ALTHOUGH MOST CLINICAL TRIALS of multiple sclerosis (MS)

disease-modifying therapies (DMTs) have focused on reducing
relapses, the phase 3b ARTIOS study (NCT04353492) differs, with
a goal of understanding differences in patient-reported outcomes
(PROs) among approved therapies.1 Designed by Novartis, the
ongoing study assesses treatment outcomes of ofatumumab
(Kesimpta), its B cell–targeting agent that received FDA approval
in 2020, in patients who switch from other commonly used fumarate-based DMTs such as dimethyl fumarate or fingolimod
(Gilenya; Novartis).1,2
The single-arm, prospective, multicenter, open-label study
plans to enroll 550 patients across 25 countries, with enrollment
expected to be completed in 2023. Patients included in the study
are aged 18 to 60 years, have relapsing forms of MS—including
relapsing MS and secondary progressive MS—and have Expanded
Disability Status Scale (EDSS) scores between 0 and 4. Each patient
has a treatment history with a maximum of 3 DMTs and was transitioning from previous therapies because of breakthrough disease
activity (FIGURE1).
In the study, patients will receive 3 loading doses of ofatumumab
over the first 14 days, followed by 20-mg subcutaneous treatments
every 4 weeks. Over a 96-week treatment period, patients will
be assessed on annualized relapse rate and safety, using adverse
events, laboratory abnormalities, and treatment discontinuations. There also are several exploratory outcomes, including PROs,
biomarker evaluations, and digital evaluations.
Changes in the Multiple Sclerosis Impact Scale (MSIS-29),
Treatment Satisfaction Questionnaire for Medication (TSQM
1.4), Fatigue Scale for Motor and Cognitive Functions (FSMC),
and Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) scores will be
among the PROs observed. MSIS-29, a common PRO, measures
coordination, fatigue, flexibility, muscle performance, muscle tone
and spasticity, balance and falls, reach and grasp, self-care, health
and wellness, leisure, quality of life, role function, social function, and work. The FSMC is a 20-item scale developed to assess
MS-related cognitive and motor fatigue, whereas the HADS is
assesses anxiety and depression, both common in those with debilitating neurological disorders.
Other exploratory non-PRO end points include change from
baseline in EDSS, Timed 25-Foot Walk, 9-Hole Peg Test, Symbol
Digit Modalities Test, and low-contrast visual acuity. Additionally,
investigators will evaluate change in neurofilament light and glial
fibrillary acidic protein, 2 markers of neuroinflammation and
degeneration, and the proportion of patients with no evidence of
disease activity status 3.
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FIGURE. ARTIOS Study1

Eligibility criteria

• Diagnosis of relapsing forms of MS, including relapsing MS and
progressive MS
• EDSS score of 0-4
• Breakthrough disease activity while on fumarates or fingolimod
prior to transitioning

Intervention

• Ofatumumab 20-mg subcutaneous injection every 4 weeks, following
3 loading doses in the first 14 days

End points

• Primary: annualized relapse rate
• PROs: MSIS-29, FSMC, HADS, TSQM 1.4
• Safety: adverse events, laboratory abnormalities, treatment discontinuations
EDSS, Expanded Disability Status Scale; FSMC, Fatigue Scale for Motor and Cognitive Functions;
HADS, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; MS, multiple sclerosis; MSIS-29, Multiple Sclerosis
Impact Scale; PROS, patient-reported outcomes; TSQM 1.4, Treatment Satisfaction Questionnaire for
Medication.

The innovative study design also employs digital tools such as
actigraphy and an electronic clinical outcome assessment handheld
as an electronic diary to collect data on daily activity, sleep quality,
and injection reactions. The ActiGraph monitor being used in the
study provides high-resolution multiaxis data that can accurately
characterize movement and mobility, with data downloaded at each
visit. Additionally, in collaboration with Roche, investigators will
incorporate Floodlight MS, an advanced study-specific, digital platform that contains exploratory tests and questionnaires measuring
multidimensional functioning in patients with MS. Here, exploratory passive monitoring occurs when a phone is carried by the
study participant.
The study will exclude those with primary progressive MS or
secondary progressive MS without disease activity, as well as those
with a disease duration of more than 10 years since diagnosis.
Pregnant or lactating women, as well as women of childbearing potential, will be excluded as well, unless they are using highly effective
forms of contraception during dosing and for at least 6 months after
stopping study medication. Additionally, the study excludes those
with an active chronic disease of the immune system other than MS;
those with active systemic bacterial, fungal, or viral infections; and
those with neurological symptoms consistent with progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML) or with confirmed PML.
For a full list of references, see the article on NeurologyLive.com.
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Seizures and Study:
One Mother’s Fight to Cure
Lennox-Gastaut Syndrome

How Tracy Dixon-Salazar, PhD, executive director of the LGS Foundation, went from a new mother
of a child with LGS to a neuroscientist in a decades-long quest to improve the lives of patients.
TRACY
DIXON-SALAZAR, PHD

By Matt Hoffman

© SHI / ADOBE STOCK

MANY WHO DECIDE TO ENTER the medical science

field are driven by a desire to help others. Physicians
take the Hippocratic Oath, swearing to treat the ill
and to refrain from doing harm. Researchers are often
motivated by a desire to make key discoveries, both
large and small. But for some, the compelling force
behind their career choice is a far more personal
connection: family.
There are hundreds of stories of clinicians who
treat patients and study diseases that have directly
affected those they love. Losing a parent or sibling
to a disease or being part of a loved one’s journey
with it can provide a lifetime’s worth of motivation
to change an outcome or improve quality of life for
others dealing with the same condition. The emotions
associated with that experience can be challenging to
describe in words, and for some, such as Tracy DixonSalazar, PhD, there are no words to accurately express
those feelings. “I honestly was just kind of lost. It
NeurologyLive.com

was devastating. There was nothing I could do,” she
told NeurologyLive®.
Dixon-Salazar is an accomplished neuroscientist,
geneticist, patient advocate, and executive director
of the Lennox-Gastaut Syndrome (LGS) Foundation.
Founded in 2008 by Christina SanInocencio, PhD, CPH,
CNP, the foundation has grown into a giant in the space,
working to improve the lives of patients with LGS, a
rare epileptic encephalopathy that affects 0.1 to 0.28
per 100,000 individuals.1 In 2021, the foundation raised
more than $60,000 at its annual Walk ‘n’ Wheel event.2
Although the vision for her life is clear now, in 1995
that was not the case. Unbeknown to her at the time,
Dixon-Salazar was on the brink of a massive change
that would alter her and her family’s path forever.

Executive Director,
Lennox-Gastaut
Syndrome Foundation

The First Seizure

At that time, Dixon-Salazar was 23 years old. Her
son was born when she was 19, and at 21,
Vol. 5 | No. 5 | October 2022
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Dixon-Salazar welcomed her daughter, Savannah. For a while, all
was well. Her children were healthy, and the family was making
things work. But one night, Dixon-Salazar and her husband awoke
to the sounds of choking coming from 2-year-old Savannah’s room.
When they entered, they realized she was having a seizure. What
had caused it was a mystery.
“She wasn’t sick. We didn’t have a family history, she didn’t have
any brain injury or head injury or anything like that—any of those
things that might precipitate a seizure,” Dixon-Salazar explained
to NeurologyLive®. “She had a couple of more seizures over the
next few months, and then she went 6 months without having any
seizures. And then, all of a sudden, when she was 3, the seizures
came back, and she started having seizures every day, and she
started having 6 different types of seizures. That’s really when she
began to fall behind in her development.”
LGS can result in varying degrees of cognitive dysfunction and
delays in developmental milestones. Some children, such as Savannah,
develop normally before the onset of seizures but experience
psychomotor regression post onset.1 Additionally, as LGS-associated
seizures are often treatment resistant, intellectual impairment and
learning problems can worsen with time.3,4 Many children with LGS
develop behavioral problems that range from hyperactivity and irritability to symptoms of autistic spectrum disorder and psychosis, and
often these patients require multiple medications.3-5
Savannah would not be diagnosed with LGS until she was 5 years
old. The family spent 2 years taking her to doctors and trying a
variety of medications and diets to control the seizures to no avail.
In those years, the experience took its toll on the family. DixonSalazar was distraught and exhausted.
“I had to sit by helplessly and watch her get subsequently more
and more brain damage,” she said. “I couldn’t help her. Mommy is
supposed to kiss it and make it better, right? Mommy is supposed
to fix it. And I couldn’t.”
Although her path forward was unclear, she could not sit idly by
as her child's condition continued to worsen. Dixon-Salazar said
she struggled in high school and had forgone higher education so
that she and her husband could support their young family. But
she dug in her heels and forced herself to learn what she could.
She began by reading science and research journal articles to
better understand what was happening. This led her to enrolling in
college courses—first with an English class to improve her reading
comprehension and then a science course to better understand
the jargon and terminology. But what began as a quest to help her
daughter slowly evolved into a love of neuroscience.
“I couldn’t stop my kid’s seizures, but I could study. The more I
learned about the brain, and the more I learned about developmental neuroscience, and the more I learned about genetics—all
that pushed me to be a better mom to Savannah,” she explained.
“And then, when I couldn’t help her, that pushed me to be a better
student. It became this sort of vicious cycle.”

The Long Road Ahead

The next decade was no easier, nor did life immediately improve
once she enrolled in classes. In the late 1990s, access to information
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required far more time, resulting in trips to the library to check out
books or log internet time in the computer lab. But school was not
the only challenge that she would face. LGS is a rare condition, and
although the Epilepsy Foundation existed then, its resources and
community at the time were not geared toward those with rarer
seizure conditions; the foundation’s focus was more on helping those
with controlled seizures. Dixon-Salazar began volunteering with
the organization, and although they appreciated the difficulty in
balancing the ends of the epilepsy spectrum, she and her family did
not see themselves reflected in the messaging.
For those such as Savannah, who was becoming progressively intellectually disabled and having hundreds of seizures a day, there was no
community to rally around. “It had completely taken over our lives,”
Dixon-Salazar explained.
“How do you tell people who are new to epilepsy, or people who are
living with it, that it can be deadly and it can cause brain damage, but
don’t be afraid to live your life? And then how do you tell people at the
other end don’t be afraid to live your life? That you could be Prince,
or you could be Dostoevsky. You can live your full life, and you don’t
want to let epilepsy limit you. You can manage it,” she said. “How do
you say that to people like me, who were sitting there [with a child] on
drug number 26?”
Dixon-Salazar was driven to do something about their situation,
but the challenges were piling up. She found herself fighting the
urge to drop out of school to help more at home. It took her 7 years
to complete her bachelor’s degree. She and her husband worked
completely around Savannah’s schedule, barely seeing one another
at times, with Dixon-Salazar attending school during the day and
spending late nights studying, helping with her tasks around the
house, and doing her part caring for their children. Life was chaotic
for the family, and things did not improve much for Savannah over
these years, either. By her preteenage years, she was experiencing up
to 300 seizures per month, sleeping 18 hours a day, and functioning at
a 2- to-3-year-old level.
“Up until my second year of postdoctoral work, she was having
seizures every day. They were completely unpredictable. I counted
every seizure and graphed it, and there was no pattern that you
could see,” Dixon-Salazar explained. “All the medicines that we tried
from the time she was 3 years old to the time she was 18 years old
failed. We tried drugs, diets, devices, even some alternative therapies.
Nothing worked.”
“She was on 7 medications, plus a vagus nerve stimulator [VNS],
plus a diet, and every week, 2 to 4 times per week, she would get
Diastat [diazepam], rectal rescue medicine, to stop seizures that
wouldn’t stop on their own. She was going into basically nonconvulsive status epilepticus 2 to 4 times per week, and that had been going
on for a decade. She had no quality of life, really,” she said.

Finding Direction in Genetics

Things began to shift once Dixon-Salazar was accepted to graduate school. Once on the brink of giving up on a future in science,
she was accepted to every program she applied to in the San Diego,
California, area. Although Savannah’s seizures were becoming more
severe as she entered puberty and the family still was struggling
NeurologyLive.com
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to stay afloat, Dixon-Salazar began to see a path forward studying
developmental neurophysiology.
“At that point, I really did think that I had something to contribute
to the field, that I could help. I was learning all about developmental
neuroscience and then I came into genetics. For me, the motivating
factor was getting into the program and thinking that I had something
to contribute,” she explained.
It was during her 3 years of postdoctoral work in the genetics lab
that she had her breakthrough moment. Exome sequencing technology had become commercially available, but it was still in its
infancy, with the earliest works having been published just a few
years prior. In the lab, Dixon-Salazar was running captured exome
data into throughput sequencers. In her second year doing so, the
lab’s principal investigator offered to sequence Savannah, who was
then 18 years old.
“We sequenced her, and I analyzed her data, and I didn’t find a
single thing. But I kept analyzing the data in different ways until I ultimately discovered that she has 7 mutations in L-type calcium channel
genes,” Dixon-Salazar explained. “We didn’t know about de novo
mutations back then. When we were sequencing, we were sequencing
families who had a family history. So sequencing Savannah in our lab
was really unusual because she was de novo. She was a sporadic case
with no family history. But she had this really high mutation load, and
she had a bunch of mutations in calcium channels. That led me to
do a little more research, which led me to a drug that was already on
the market that’s used for high blood pressure and specifically targets
L-type calcium channels.”
This breakthrough led to a trip to the physician’s office, where
Dixon-Salazar suggested they try Savannah on the drug, verapamil,
as they were essentially out of options. Although initially apprehensive because of a limited understanding of the genetics involved,
Savannah’s physician was familiar with the calcium channel blocker,
and they decided to try it.
“I never got into this thinking I would help someone. I didn’t have
that much self-confidence. But accidentally, I did end up helping her,
and dramatically. Within 2 weeks of going on this drug, she had a 95%
reduction in her seizures, and she stopped going into status—after
16 years of hell,” Dixon-Salazar said. But even this came with its challenges. Behavioral problems are common among patients with LGS,
and once the seizures were controlled, the dynamic between mother
and daughter shifted drastically.
“I had a 2-year-old in an 18-year-old’s body, and I needed to
now start offering discipline. That’s one kind of behavior issue. But
then there’s the behavior issue where they go into these rages,” she
explained. In adults, these fits can be extremely difficult for both
patient and caregiver, and Dixon-Salazar noted that some adults have
hurt their caregivers unintentionally. She explained her journey as if it
were a subway line, with diagnosis and treatment as the first 5 stops,
and everything that comes after seizure control as the remaining stops
on the map—and really, the bulk of the trip. “The rest of it is navigating the world with this really sick kid,” she said.
“Now it’s been 10 years, and she’s doing great. She’s learning again,
she’s only on 4 medicines, and the VNS is off. She can walk, she can
talk, she sleeps about 13 hours a day, and she’s come off a bunch of
NeurologyLive.com
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medicines. She’s not seizure free, but she doesn’t have
seizures and sadness all the time like she used to,”
Dixon-Salazar said.
Ultimately, the breakthrough that led to
Savannah’s seizure control was a watershed
moment for Dixon-Salazar. It opened the
door to a future that never seemed possible
after more than a decade of failed attempts
to provide her daughter with some semblance
of quality of life. This is when the seeds of the forthcoming work she would do were laid, and the budding
interest in advocacy began to grow.
“To me, it was like, ‘Oh, my God, this broke open the hole.’ All the
de novo mutations that came out of the early epileptic encephalopathies. In the lab, we’re finding all of these genes, and I thought, ‘This is
going to change everything. This is going to change the way we practice medicine. We’ve got to fund it; we’ve got to move it to medicine.’
So I left the lab and started working in advocacy,” she explained.

Seeing the Future in Advocacy

Despite the large numbers of medical professionals deriving motivation for their work from a loved one, the long-held mantra in the field
was that scientists should not study the disease they have a connection
to. During her time as a postdoctoral researcher, Dixon-Salazar was told
that it would make it difficult for her to be objective in her work.
“I did research and I found that there are a lot of scientists who have
studied their diseases or the disease of someone they love,” she said.
“The reality is that we’re even more on the line to be objective because
if we get it wrong, the consequences fall on our loved one or ourselves.
I had to go through several years of that mentality before I was like,
‘Forget that, I’m going to do this.’”
In 2008, SanInocencio reached out to Dixon-Salazar and asked her
to join the newly formed LGS Foundation as a member of the professional advisory board. Before working more directly with the foundation, Dixon-Salazar spent 5 years working with Cure Epilepsy, which,
in its role as the largest private funder of epilepsy research, gave her
an opportunity to pursue the precision genetic medicine research that
served as the first real step of progress in Savannah’s journey. As the
technology was still new, funding for such research was a risk to investors, and thus it was difficult to secure.
“By the time I left Cure Epilepsy, the [National Institutes of Health]
was funding it, [President] Obama had talked about it, and precision
medicine was a thing and we were finding genes. Today there are 750
genes affiliated with epileptic encephalopathies. When I left there were
perhaps 75. But none of this was getting to my community,” DixonSalazar said. She saw this as an opportunity to enact change. She joined
the LGS Foundation full time as the director of research and strategy,
helping to identify and push forward essential research. In 2020, she
was promoted to her current role as executive director.6
After all of the years of struggling to find a path forward for her
daughter and her family, Dixon-Salazar now had a purpose. The
literature was showing the importance of identifying de novo mutations
and the potential in developing precision-targeted therapy, but families
in the LGS community still were not undergoing genetic testing.
Vol. 5 | No. 5 | October 2022
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“My impetus coming in was to educate our families about genetic
sequencing and about the concept of precision medicine, making
sure they get the testing. Initially, nobody was getting it done. Then it
was that if you were seen at 1 of these 5 academic centers that actually did genetics, you had it done. Now if you’re seen at any of the major
epilepsy centers, you get it,” she explained.
In recent years, this push has moved into the pediatric space, and the
importance of genetic testing for children with early-onset, unexplained
epilepsies has become apparent, according to Dixon-Salazar. For adults,
though, getting tested can be difficult. “I still can’t get my adults tested.
I’ve completely failed on that front….Insurance doesn’t want to cover it,
the families are tired and don’t want to do it. They’re already fighting just
for daily medications, so it’s hard to fight for genetic testing,” she said.
“Adult neurologists are also a very different animal from pediatric
neurologists. They would say, ‘It’s not going to change the way I treat
them, so I don’t need to know anything,’” she explained, noting that
the work is ongoing to improve the partnership and communication of
needs between the physician, research, and patient communities. In the
past, she explained, physicians often led these conversations and spoke
for the patients, but they frequently were wrong about patients’ desires.
“We have been treating LGS the same exact way for the past 35
years, at least. We throw an antiseizure medicine at it, and we hope
for the best. We don’t learn from every patient. Honestly, if it weren’t
for patients today pushing for change, I just don’t think doctors would
change it because they look at the LGS diagnosis as being this utterly
devastating, horrible thing—and it is. But it doesn’t have to continue to
be that way for another 35 years,” she said.

Answering the Big Questions

Savannah’s road has been long and arduous, but her life has improved.
Similarly, the field of LGS treatment has seen rapid advances in the
past several years. In 2018, the FDA approved cannabidiol oral solution (Epidiolex; GW Pharmaceuticals) for the management of seizures
associated with LGS based on successful phase 3 data,7 and an oral
formulation of clobazam (Sympazan; Aquestive Therapeutics) as an
adjunctive therapy.8 In more recent years, novel approaches have
made their way through the prospective pipeline, with agents such
as ganaxolone (Ztalmy; Marinus Pharmaceuticals), fenfluramine
(Fintepla; Zogenix), and perampanel (Fycompa; Eisai) showing
promise in studies of LGS,9-11 with fenfluramine receiving approval by
the FDA in March 2022 for LGS.12
But for Dixon-Salazar, the therapeutic progress is only 1 part of the
equation. Answering the big questions about causation has always
been front of mind for her. Translating that information into education for the LGS community helped to achieve that goal for a time, but
it always comes back to the big question: Why?
“LGS is a really hard disease to understand. It’s almost like metastasis of epilepsy when epilepsy spreads or takes over developments.
It’s a network disease. Only [approximately] 50% of cases of LGS
are genetic. The other 50% are acquired, so it’s a lack of oxygen at
birth, stroke at birth, or some sort of early-life brain injury that then
leads to seizures,” she said. “Pretty much anything that can lead to
seizures can lead to LGS. But there’s no home run etiology. There’s no
home run gene.”
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Education has always played an enormous role in her work as an
advocate. Educating families, doctors, and researchers and advocating
with the FDA have been major focuses. Educating industry players
also has been essential to improving the therapeutic and the overall
state of advocacy, and advocating on behalf of patients is crucial,
Dixon-Salazar noted. The families can take things only so far, let alone
be expected to carry the torch by themselves.
“Most of our families are just devastated. Brain injuries, hospitalizations, comas, seizures,” she said. “…Our worlds just get smaller, and
smaller, and smaller, and smaller because the disease is so severe that
it impacts every aspect of daily life.”
In the past few years, the evolution of LGS has become better understood, at least from Dixon-Salazar’s perspective. Despite the variance
in the incidence of LGS, intervention points have been identified,
particularly because of the ability to identify tubers in utero. In vitro
fertilization serves as the first intervention point, early genetic therapy
as the second, postbirth electroencephalogram pattern identification
as the third, and infantile spasms as the fourth.
“Even though we have all that, 40% of the [babies with] tuberous
sclerosis are going to [develop] LGS. There’s another window. You’ll
hear physicians say, ‘They look like they’re going to develop LGS.’ How
do we quantify that and do a prevention trial there? Then when you
get to LGS, that’s yet another intervention point,” Dixon-Salazar said.
“There’s some great research coming out of Australia that shows that
the slow spike in wave and the [generalized paroxysmal fast activity]
from LGS come from very specific nuclei in the brain. It’s a network, so
it starts in the cortex, and then that signals down to specific nuclei in
the brainstem and the pons, which signal back up to the thalamus and
specific nuclei. You get this self-sustaining network.”
She added, “I spend a lot of time trying to convince neuroscientists,
doctors, and neurologists that this is a network disease and we need to
attack it as such at each of these possible intervention and prevention
points, systematically.”
Dixon-Salazar’s focus now, she explained, is to enact change at
those intervention points across the trajectory and development of
LGS. Prevention is key, but identification of those at risk can help to
improve that prevention before cases evolve into LGS.
Because the disease affects a network within the brain, it is unlikely
that just 1 drug will solve the whole problem. But she postulated that
perhaps a cocktail could target the different parts of the network. It
is understood that the condition is reversible. Seizure freedom is an
attainable goal for those with LGS and taking the steps to address
the problem when those intervention points occur is essential to the
process, she said.
“We know LGS is reversible, and we believe LGS is preventable.
If you cure tuberous sclerosis, there would be less LGS,” she said.
“And you have a short time window to reverse it and to change it.
Figuring out how can we do that really early is important. [Even for
older patients], that hope is not all lost. You may still find something.
Knowing your etiology, and never giving up, is really important. That’s
become my life’s work now.”
For a full list of references, see the article on NeurologyLive.com.
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ACADEMIC AWARDS

AT THE HELM

Bedlack Receives Prestigious
AANEM Award

Riney Is Named President and CEO
of Henry Ford Health

The American Association
of Neuromuscular & Electrodiagnostic Medicine
(AANEM) chose Richard S.
Bedlack Jr, MD, PhD, MS,
as the recipient of its 2022
Public Recognition Award,
which highlights an individual who has made
extraordinary contributions toward increasing
public awareness of muscle and nerve disorders. Bedlack, a professor of neurology at
Duke University and director of the Duke ALS
Clinic in Durham, North Carolina, has published more than 100 articles on amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS) and received numerous
ALS research grants along the way. “I am so
proud of the large multidisciplinary team and
the patient-centric research program I built
for [individuals] with ALS at Duke,” Bedlack
said in a statement. “Patients who come to
us can now get many options for living their
lives with ALS, and they can get hope. I get up
every day excited about what I’m working on,
how I’m doing it, and who I’m doing it with.”

Henry Ford Health has selected former system chief
operating officer Robert
G. Riney as its new president and CEO. Since joining
Henry Ford in 1978, Riney
has held numerous positions
including president of healthcare operations,
senior vice president and chief administrative
officer, senior vice president and chief human
resources officer, and vice president of organizational design and effectiveness. Riney has
tapped into the community, serving as a trustee for the Alfred I. duPont Charitable Trust;
board member and past chair of the Michigan
Health & Hospital Association; board chair of
The Parade Company and Caymich Insurance;
and a board member of the Detroit Zoological
Society, M-1 Rail Transit Authority, and the
Hudson-Webber Foundation. “Henry Ford is
home,” Riney said in a statement. “Home to
incredible innovation, cutting-edge science,
and an unwavering commitment to our colleagues and to the communities we serve.”

ANA Honors Lisak
With Distinguished
Neurology Teacher Award
The American Neurological
Association (ANA) awarded
Robert Lisak, MD, Parker
Webber Chair in Neurology
and professor of neurology
at Wayne State University School of Medicine in
Detroit, Michigan, with its Distinguished
Neurology Teacher Award, an honor for gifted
and talented teachers in neurology. Lisak,
former chair of the Department of Neurology at Wayne State, has been a member of
the faculty since 1987. He also served as a
neurologist-in-chief at the Detroit Medical
Center from 1987 to 2011 and as chief of
neurology at Harper University Hospital and
its predecessors from 1987 to 2012. “I am
honored and pleased to receive this award.”
Lisak said in a statement. “I am most proud
of my students, residents, fellows, graduate
students, and postdoctoral fellows and their
accomplishments.”
NeurologyLive.com

RESEARCH REWARDS
NIH Grants $20.5M to University
of Kentucky to Study Astrocytes
of Alzheimer Disease
A $20.5 million grant from
the National Institute of Aging
of the National Institutes of
Health was awarded to researchers at the University of
Kentucky for their new project, Strategies for Targeting
Astrocyte Reactivity in Alzheimer’s Disease and
Related Dementias (STAR-ADRD). The P01 award
will help support approximately 35 researchers
across 6 labs who will be working on 4 main
projects, all with the theme of understanding
the role of astrocytes in neurodegenerative
disorders such as Alzheimer disease. Donna M.
Wilcock, PhD, will lead the laboratory studying
astrocyte connections that go around blood
vessels; Peter Nelson, MD, PhD, is leading a
project studying a potassium channel that acts
as a metabolic sensor in astrocytes; and Olivier
Thibault, PhD, will lead the laboratory assessing

how astrocytic insulin receptors help control
metabolism, blood flow, and calcium homeostasis. P01 leader Christopher M. Norris, PhD, will
direct a project on astrocytes and the uptake of
glutamate, an excitatory neurotransmitter.

New Grant Fuels Research on
AI-Based Research Using Sound
Voice as a Biomarker of
Health, a new large-scale project by the University of South
Florida in Tampa, will evaluate artificial intelligence (AI)
and the sound of a patient’s
voice to help diagnose and
treat several diseases. The first project includes
$3.8 million granted by the National Institutes of
Health (NIH), with subsequent funding over the
following 3 years contingent upon NIH appropriations by Congress that could bring the overall
award to $14 million. Led by Yael Bensoussan,
MD, MSc, of USF Health Morsani College of Medicine, and Olivier Elemento, PhD, of Weill Cornell
Medicine, the research team identified 5 disease
cohort categories associated with voice changes,
including voice disorders, neurological and neurodegenerative disorders, mood and psychiatric
disorders, respiratory disorders, and pediatric
voice and speech disorders. The project will aim
to build an ethically sourced database of diverse
human voices and use machine learning models
to detect changes in the human voice.
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dedicated
passionate
inspired

Every day, people with
Parkinson’s face a challenging
opponent. Yet, members of this
amazing community strive to
follow their passions undeterred,
refusing to let Parkinson’s
define them. That fighting
spirit inspires our resolve to
work towards innovative new
therapies. At Supernus, we’re
proud to partner with the
community, and to share some
of the iconic ways people with
PD strive to live their best lives
today and every day.

Join the
Facebook
community.

Sign up for
our email series at
BeicONicwithPD.com
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